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Abstract
Iron oxyhydroxide (FeOOH) mineral plays an important role in a variety of
atmospheric, terrestrial and technological settings. Molecular resolution of reactions
involving these minerals is thereby required to develop a fundamental understanding
of their contributions in processes taking place in the atmosphere, Earth’s upper
crust as well as the hydrosphere. This study resolves interactions involving four
different types of synthetic FeOOH particles with distinct and well-defined surfaces,
namely lath- and rod-shaped lepidocrocite (γ), goethite (α) and akaganéite (β). The
surface and bulk reactivities of these particles are controlled by their distinct
structures. When exposed to ambient atmospheric or aqueous conditions their
surfaces are populated with different types of (hydr)oxo functional groups acting as
reaction centers. These sites consist of hydroxyl groups that can be singly- (≡FeOH,
-OH), doubly- (≡Fe2OH, µ-OH), or triply-coordinated (≡Fe3OH, µ3-OH) with
underlying Fe atoms. Moreover, these sites exhibit different types, densities,
distributions, as well as hydrogen bonding patterns on different crystal planes for
each mineral. Knowledge of the types and distributions of hydroxyl groups on
minerals with different surface structures is fundamental for building a molecularscale understanding of processes taking place at FeOOH particle surfaces.
In this thesis, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used to
resolve the interactions between (hydr)oxo groups of FeOOH particles with
(in)organic acids, salts, water vapor as well as carbon dioxide. The focus on such
compounds was justified by their importance in natural environments. This thesis is
based on 9 articles and manuscripts that can be found in the appendices.
FTIR spectroscopic signatures of hydroxyl groups in the bulk of well crystallized
FeOOH minerals were characterized for structural differences and thermal stabilities.
Those of akaganéite were particularly resolved for the variable bond strength of bulk
hydroxyls induced by the incorporation of HCl through nanostructured channels at
the terminations of the particles. FTIR bands of hydroxyl groups at all particle
surfaces were monitored for responses to thermal gradients and proton loadings,
providing experimental validation to previous theoretical accounts on surface site
reactivity. This site reactivity was resolved further in the fluoride (F−) and phosphate
(PO43−) ions adsorption study to follow the site selectivity for ligand-exchange
reactions. These efforts showed that singly-coordinated groups are the primary
adsorption centers for ligands, doubly-coordinated groups can only be exchanged at
substantially higher ligand loadings, while triply coordinated groups are largely
resilient to any ligand-exchange reaction.
These findings helped consolidate fundamental knowledge that can be used in
investigating sorption processes involving atmospherically and geochemically
important gases. The latter parts of this thesis were therefore focused on water vapor
and carbon dioxide interactions with these FeOOH particles. These efforts showed
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how surface structure and speciation affect sorption loadings and configurations, as
well as how water diffused into and through the akaganéite bulk. Hydrogen bonding
is one of the most important forms of interactions between gas phase and minerals. It
plays a crucial role in the formation of thin water films and in stabilizing surface
(bi)carbonate species. The affinity of surface hydroxyl groups for water and carbon
dioxide is strongly dependent on their abilities to form hydrogen bonds. These are
controlled by coordination number and site accessibility/steric constraints. In
agreement with the aforementioned ligand-exchange studies, surfaces dominated by
singly coordinated groups have stronger ability to accumulate water layers than the
ones terminated by groups of larger coordination number. Collectively, these efforts
consolidate further the concept for structure-controlled reactivities in iron
oxyhydroxides, and pave the way for new studies along such lines.
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“It is hard to find a process or environment in

which iron oxides do not participate.”
− Alexandra Navrotsky, 20081
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1. Introduction
Iron, as the fourth most abundant element in Earth’s crust, is largely present in
(oxy)(hydr)oxide phases that play essential roles in the planet’s biogeochemical
cycles, ecosystem functioning, agriculture, as well as industry.1-3 Iron oxyhydroxides
(FeOOH) have, in particular, received much attention owing to their widespread
abundance in nature and high surface reactivity. In nature, goethite (α-FeOOH) is
one of the most common iron oxides in soils due to its high thermodynamic
stability.3 Together with ferrihydrite (Fe8.2O8.5(OH)7.4·3H2O)4 as an important
precursor of more stable and better crystallized iron oxyhydroxides, these phases
play essential roles in numerous environments, from soils to weathered rocks,
ground water to marine system.5 The less common but not rare lepidocrocite (γFeOOH) remains of considerable importance in redox-sensitive environments.3, 6
Akaganéite (β-FeOOH), in contrast, is of scarce occurrence in nature, and generally
limited to chloride-rich systems such as acidic soils, saline lakes, hot springs, oceans
as well as a variety of mines.3, 6 In industry, these minerals can be used as pigments,78
catalysts9-10 and low cost absorbents.11-12
Interfacial reactions at iron oxyhydroxide surfaces are central to a variety of
biogeochemical, atmospheric, industrial and catalytic processes. In soils, the
interfacial reactions control contaminant transportation and nutrient availability.13-14
In the atmosphere, these iron oxyhydroxides become reactive mineral dust particles
interacting with important gases such as H2O and CO2. They also play crucial roles
in cloud/raindrop formation,15-16 ice nucleation,17-18 and act as sink and catalyst of
greenhouse gases.19-20 Iron oxyhydroxide phases are also the main source of the
oceanic Fe supply21-22 and strongly affect the dynamics of planktonic blooms, which
in turn affect the biogeochemical cycle of carbon and the global climate. In industry,
reactions at iron oxyhydroxide surfaces can provide solutions for new technologies.
The strong adsorption potential of these minerals makes these low-cost and
environmental-friendly materials suitable for water purification23 and wastewater
treatment.13, 24 These interfacial reactions are essential catalytic processes in
hydrogen peroxide decomposition,9 water splitting25 and CO oxidation.26 They are
also of particular interest in steel weathering,27-28 electrode and battery
development.29-30 Akaganéite is moreover considered as an attractive precursor for
magnetic particles that can be used for pharmaceutical drug delivery,22 as well as
contrasting agents for X-ray and magnetic resonance imaging.31 A common aspect of
these many natural and technological systems involves, amongst others, interactions
between iron oxyhydroxides and acids, salts and gaseous atmospheres of various
moisture and carbon dioxide levels.
A molecular-level understanding of reactions taking place at iron oxyhydroxide
surfaces is therefore essential for advancing knowledge in how these minerals react
in a variety of contexts, as well as to advance basic knowledge in (in)organic,
colloidal and interfacial (geo)chemistry. This thesis rationalizes interfacial reactions
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on iron oxyhydroxide surfaces by probing different surface functional groups
present at different crystallographic terminations. To achieve this goal, synthetic
nano-sized particles of goethite (α-FeOOH), akaganéite (β-FeOOH) and
lepidocrocite (γ-FeOOH) were interacted with (in)organic acids, salts, water vapor,
as well as carbon dioxide. A brief review of these iron oxyhydroxide minerals and of
the dominant technique used in this work will be presented first.

1.1 Iron oxyhydroxide minerals
The building unit common to all ferric oxides and hydroxides is the FeO3(OH)3
octahedron (Fig. 1.1), spatially arranged in specifically different ways.3
Lepidocrocite (Fig. 1.2) consists of double chains of Fe-octahedra running parallel to
the c-axis.3 The double chains share edges with adjacent double chains, forming
corrugated sheets of octahedra. These sheets are stacked perpendicular to the [010]
direction and are held together by hydrogen bonds. Unlike lepidocrocite, goethite
(Fig. 1.2) has a pseudo tunnel structure.3 The edge-sharing double chain links to
adjacent double chains by sharing corner sites. This double-chain arrangement forms
the pseudo tunnel structure with diagonally crossing hydrogen bonds. Akaganéite
(Fig. 1.2), on the other hand, contains 0.4 nm × 0.4 nm wide tunnels.3 The
hollandite-type structure of this mineral consists of double chained edge-sharing iron
octahedra forming 2 × 2 channels, with atoms organized in body-centered cubic
packing. Chloride ions lie at the center of channels and accept hydrogen bonds from
neighboring hydroxyls.

Fig. 1.1 The double chain formed by two edging sharing FeO3(OH)3 octahedra.
(Fe=brown; O=red; O(H)=blue; H=black.)

Fig. 1.2 Crystal structures of lepidocrocite, goethite and akaganéite. (Fe=brown;
O=red; O(H)=blue; H=black; hydrogen bond=black dashed line.)
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Under ambient atmosphere and in aqueous systems, iron (oxyhydr)oxide surfaces
are covered by different types of (hydr)oxo functional groups. These surface
functional groups are the reaction centers in the aforementioned important interfacial
processes. Crystallographic considerations indicate that the surface groups can be
coordinated to one, two or three underlying Fe atoms, namely singly (≡FeOH, -OH),
doubly (≡Fe2OH, µ-OH), and triply (≡Fe3OH, µ3-OH) coordinated groups (Fig.
1.3).32-33 Different proton affinities of these groups affect surface charge distributions
and the point of zero charge for each iron oxyhydroxide surface ranging from as low
as 7.4 in lepidocrocite to 9.8 in akaganéite.34 Moreover, these surface sites exhibit
different types, densities, distributions and hydrogen bonding patterns on different
crystal surfaces of each iron oxyhydroxide polymorph. All these factors affect the OH bond strength of surface groups. Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is thus highly suitable
to monitor changes in O-H bond strength due to its high sensitivity to O-H bond
strength and length, in the order of 150-175 cm-1 per pm.32, 35 Thus, in this work,
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is used to monitor O-H vibrations on
particles with well-defined and distinct morphologies.

Fig. 1.3 Different hydroxyl groups coordinate with one, two, and three Fe atoms
forming singly-, doubly- and triply coordinated hydroxyls. (Fe=brown; O=red;
H=black.)

1.2 Infrared spectroscopy for minerals
Around the year 1800, Herschel studied the spectrum of sunlight using a prism.
He measured the temperature of each color, and found the highest temperature was
just beyond the red, what we now call the ‘infrared’.36 The infrared spectrum covers
the 14000 cm-1 to 10 cm-1 region, which can be divided into near- (14000-4000 cm-1),
mid- (4000-500 cm-1) and far- (500-5 cm-1) infrared spectrum. Mid infrared
spectroscopy is mainly used to probe the vibrations and rotations in a molecule.37
The correlation between absorbing frequencies of molecules and their structures
allows IR to provide signatures of molecules. The IR active bands arise from the
"normal modes" such as stretching and bending, which induce dipole moment in the
molecule.37 IR absorbance intensity is sensitive to this dipole moment, one that is
proportional to the square of induced dipole moment. In sum, by analyzing both
frequency and intensity of signature bands, IR spectroscopy can be used to
characterize molecular structures.
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For iron oxyhydroxides, IR spectroscopy is useful as a means of identification,
showing Fe-O-H stretching and bending vibrations for each phase.3, 38 For example,
the absorption bands of goethite arise from bulk hydroxyl stretching, in-plane and
out-of-plane bending modes, as shown in Fig. 1.4. O-H stretching bands from
surface hydroxyls can also be resolved at higher wavenumbers than their
corresponding bulk stretching values.39 This is due to the lower coordination number
and lower degree of hydrogen bonding in these groups than their bulk counterparts.
It has been however noted that not all types of surface (hydr)oxo groups can be
resolved by FTIR. This can be in part due to low site concentrations, such as those in
minor crystallographic planes, strong hydrogen bonding, as well as attenuated O-H
bond polarizability, especially in groups of high Fe-coordination numbers.

Fig. 1.4 FTIR spectrum of dry goethite particles is shown as an example. The bulk
O-H (highlighted with a green circle in the crystal structure) arises O-H stretching
(blue), in-plane (green) and out-of-plane (red) bendings. The surface O-H
stretching region is denoted with a red square. (Fe=brown; O=red; O(H)=blue.)

In 1974, Russell et. al. reported IR spectroscopic measurements of hydroxo
groups at gibbsite (γ-Al(OH)3) and goethite surfaces.39 That article appeared to be
one of the first to make use of this experimental technique to probe mineral surface
properties. In the following decades, a series of studies by Parfitt, Fraser and
Farmer40-45 have been dedicated to iron and aluminum oxyhydroxide surfaces, such
as lepidocrocite, ferrihydrite and boehmite (γ-AlOOH). Until the late 1980’s, various
adsorption reactions on iron oxide surfaces were studied, including important gases
(D2O, CO2, nitric oxides), anions (halide ions, HPO42-, SO42-, SeO32-, CO32-), and
cations (Zn2+, Cu2+).46-49 Tejedor-Tejedor and Anderson50 later took advantage of
attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy to
probe mineral particles contacted with aqueous solutions to study adsorbed species
in situ.
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Since that, FTIR spectroscopy has been an important technique to resolve
mineral structure as well as sorption modes (e.g. inner- vs. outer-sphere) and
geometries (e.g. mono- vs. bi-dentate). Compounds of interest, including oxyanions
(e.g. carbonate, phosphate, arsenate, sulfate),51 organic acids (e.g. acetate, oxalate,
benzenecarboxylates),52-59 as well as naturally-occurring carboxylic acids60-61 were
applied to iron (oxy)(hydr)oxide surfaces. When combined with other techniques,
such as extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy, structures
of metal-ligand complexes could be resolved in great detail.62-65 Gas phase reactions
have also been of paramount interest to study atmospheric processes and, at the
same time, to resolve highly similar processes taking place in soils exposed to wetdry cycles and/or arid conditions.66-67 In spite of these efforts, much remains to be
learned on iron (oxy)(hydr)oxide surface structure and reactivity, especially at a
molecular level.

1.3 Current day knowledge and capabilities
Several decades of knowledge accumulated on iron (oxy)(hydr)oxide chemistry
has enabled us to resolve complexes involving these important phases. First of all,
surface structures of iron oxyhydroxide particles are better defined today than they
were in the 1970’s when Parfitt, Russel and Farmer carried out their work. X-ray
and neutron diffractions further refined the crystal structures of iron
oxyhydroxides,68-69 such as in the case of akaganéite.70-71 A concomitant
improvement in understanding of crystal morphology also enriched the knowledge
of the external shape of crystal, cleavage, twinning as well as the specific crystal
surface. Examples include the work of Smith and Eggleton,72 Schwertmann,73
Rakovan,74 Weidler,75 Gaboriaud76 and Prélot77 resolving the (110) and (100) planes
of goethite as dominant crystallographic terminations. Moreover, extensive studies
of mineral/water interface provided clearer views on interfacial structures
characterized by various surface sensitive techniques. For instance, X-ray crystal
truncation rod (CTR) scattering and resonant anomalous X-ray reflectivity (RAXR)
were applied to study surface structures of hydrated α-Al2O3 (0001),78 α-Fe2O3
(0001)79 and α-FeOOH (100).80 EXAFS and X-ray absorption near edge structure
(XANES) spectroscopies have been used for investigating the local structures of
ferric oxyhydroxides.81-86 Sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy, as a highly
surface specific technique, has also been widely used to study solid/liquid interface
of silicon, aluminum, and iron oxides.87-88
The aforementioned studies provide more reliable fundamental knowledge to
explore the surface composition, structure and reactivity. At the same time,
important physical properties of synthetic particles can be readily characterized by
other techniques and constrain interpretations on possibilities and yields for surface
reactions. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) provides direct information
about the particle morphologies and sizes. N2(g) adsorption/desorption isotherms
analysis not only enables the determination of specific (e.g. Brunauer-Emmett-
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Teller;89 B.E.T.) surface area but also provides parameters characterizing surface
roughness, such as microporosity, pore size and distribution. Based on particle size
and calculated density (determined from crystallographic unit cell), ideal specific
surface area can be estimated and compared to B.E.T. results.
Chemometrics90 also represents another area of development that is today
facilitating interpretation of spectroscopic data. Single value decomposition (SVD)
is, for example, a matrix scaling and rotation method that can be used to generate
noise/error-reduced spectra.91 The results of SVD can also be used to identify the
number of chemically relevant factors, as can be estimated by the factor indicator
function.92-93 Multivariate curve resolution (MCR)94 analysis builds upon such results
and can extract comprehensive sets of (nearly) pure spectral components and their
correlated (relative) fractions. Two-dimensional correlation spectroscopy (2D-CS)95
can also now be applied independently to identify possible (and lack of) correlations
between various band sets arising from distinct groups/interactions. These
chemometric analyses provide a clearer, and objective model-free view of
systematic changes revealed in the FTIR spectra. Finally, density functional theory
calculations were used in Papers V and IX to provide insight into specific binding
reactions.
The more generalized use of molecular modeling techniques is increasingly
influencing and constraining interpretation of experimental data. Molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations are, in particular, used in this thesis to provide insight
on hydrogen bonding networks developed at iron oxyhydroxide surfaces. MD can
also generate theoretical (power) spectra that can be directly compared to
experimental findings.

1.4 Outline of this work
The work presented in this thesis opens a path for understanding important gasphase adsorption processes on environmentally important iron oxyhydroxide phases.
This thesis contains 7 sections summarizing 9 published articles and manuscripts
that can be found in the Appendices. After reviewing the main experimental and
analysis procedures used in this work in the next section, the general bulk and
surface reactivities of iron oxyhydroxide minerals will be discussed as follows.
First, a general survey of bulk structure and thermal stability in iron
oxyhydroxides will be discussed. A link between bulk and surface reactivity will be
then addressed for the case of akaganéite. Second, the discussion will focus on the
reactivity of surface (hydr)oxo groups with respect to proton, fluoride and phosphate.
Third, water adsorption will be addressed on neutral and acidified iron oxyhydroxide
surfaces. Evidences will also be provided for water diffusion into the bulk structure
of akaganéite. Finally, effects of different iron oxyhydroxide surface structures on
(bi)carbonate species formed from gaseous carbon dioxide are resolved in the last
part of this work.
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2. Methods
2.1 Experimental
2.1.1 Materials
Lepidocrocite, goethite and akaganéite were synthesized in a N2(g; 99.996%
purity)-filled hard-wall glove box in an effort to minimize CO2 contamination.
Doubly distilled deionized (DI) water (18.2 ΜΩ·cm), which was first degassed by
boiling then purged with N2(g) overnight, was used for all synthesis procedures.
Lath lepidocrocite (LL) was synthesized in water at 25˚C by oxidation of a
carbonate-free 0.02 M FeCl2 solution in the presence of 0.2 M NaCl.45 This solution
was first filtered (0.2 mm nitrocellulose) to remove any adventitious akaganéite,
then titrated to pH 6.0 by 1 M NaOH under an atmosphere of N2(g). Compressed air
was then passed into the continuously stirred solution, resulting in the precipitation
of a pH 6.0 suspension of lepidocrocite after a reaction time of 2.5 h. Rod
lepidocrocite (RL) was also synthesized by oxidation by the method96 as LL except
that the procedure was carried out at pH 7.0 and in the absence of dissolved NaCl.
Goethite (G) was made by hydrothermal conversion from ferrihydrite.33
Ferrihydrite was first made at 25 ˚C by drop-wise addition of 2.5 M KOH to a 0.15
M Fe(NO3)3 solution that was continuously stirred with a polyethylene propeller.
Titrant addition was stopped at pH 12.0. The resulting suspension was then
converted to goethite in an oven at 70 ˚C for 24 h in a sealed polyethylene bottle.
Akaganéite (AK) was prepared at 25 ˚C by hydrolysis of a FeCl3 solution
neutralized to the OH/Fe ratio of 0.75.97 Reactions were carried out in a polyethylene
bottle by dropwise addition of 75 ml of a 1 M NaOH solution to a 100 mL 1 M
FeCl3 solution under continued vigorous stirring and flushing with N2(g). After a 50
h period of nuclei formation, a 20 ml 10 M NaOH solution was added dropwise
under the same conditions and the resulting suspension was sealed and transferred to
an oven at 70 ˚C for 8 days.
All mineral precipitates were then washed at room temperature with DI water.
Repeated cycles of centrifugation (4200 g-force) and decantation were carried out
until the suspensions could no longer be centrifuged. The suspensions were
thereafter dialyzed in porous membranes (Spectra/Por, Spectrum Laboratories) for a
period of 3 weeks at 25 ˚C. For goethite and lepidocrocite, the conductivity of the
dialysis water bath exceeded 1000 ΚΩ·cm. In case of akaganéite, dialysis water was
replaced repeatedly until the resistivity of the supernatant exceeded 200 KΩ·cm for
over 7 consecutive days. The residual chloride concentration of the dialyzed
akaganéite suspension was 2.65 mM, inferred by a Cl− ion selective electrode (ISE).
This concentration corresponds to an equilibrium value arising from the exchange of
dissolved chloride with akaganéite, and is essential to avoid phase transformation to
other chloride-free iron oxyhydroxide phases such as goethite. All resulting
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suspensions were stored in sealed polyethylene bottles stored in a N2(g)-filled
desiccator to minimize any contact with atmospheric CO2 (g). A portion of these
suspensions was dried in a glass vessel at 40˚C (akaganéite) or 70 ˚C (goethite and
lepidocrocite) for 7 days under N2(g) then grounded to powder in an agate mortar.
Crystal structure and purity of these samples were investigated by powder X-ray
diffraction (XRD, Bruker d8 Advance working in θ-θ mode with Cu Ka radiation)
and FTIR. Transmission electron microscopy (JE-1230 instrument) provided
morphology and particle size information. B.E.T. specific surface area and
microporosity were determined from a 90-point adsorption/desorption isotherm
(TriStar, Micrometrics) on samples pre-dried in situ at 110 ˚C for 16 h under a
stream of N2(g). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out using a
Kratos Axis Ultra electron spectrometer equipped with a delay line detector. Thermo
gravimetric analysis (TGA) experiments were carried out with instrument Q600.
Sample (20−43 mg) weight losses were analyzed in N2(g) atmosphere up to 400 ˚C
at a heating rate of 10 ˚C/min.
2.1.2 FTIR Spectroscopy
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy has been increasingly used in the
physical sciences since the first commercial FTIR spectrometer (Model FTS-14) was
made available in 1969.37 This variant of IR spectroscopy increased the resolution,
sensitivity of spectra and the efficiency of data collection. The Michelson
interferometer of the FT-IR spectrometer allows all the frequencies to reach the
detector at once and not one at the time as in a conventional spectrometer. Infrared
light is directed on a beamsplitter, where ideally 50% of the light is reflected and
therefor the remaining 50 % is transmitted. The reflected light hits the fixed mirror,
reflects and hits the beamsplitter. The transmitted part is directed to a moving mirror
inducing a time delay. The beams are spatially coherent and interfere with each
other at each different time delay, resulting in interferogram. A Fourier transform
converts the interferogram into an actual spectrum. In this thesis, FTIR spectroscopy
was used to probe reactions at the mineral/gas interfaces, as detailed in the following
sections.
2.1.2.1 Proton and anion adsorption by ATR‐FTIR
Aqueous suspensions of iron oxyhydroxide samples were equilibrated at their
natural pH values under an atmosphere of moisturized N2(g). Standardized solutions
of HCl and NaOH were then added to aliquots to achieve total proton densities in
([HCl]-[NaOH])/nm2. Both acidic and basic pH regions were covered for each
mineral, namely for LL -13.86 to 312.99 sites/nm2, RL -7.85 to 141.13 sites/nm2, G 12.00 to 217.04 sites/nm2, AK -5.27 to 183.48 sites/nm2. All resulting suspensions
were then equilibrated in sealed polyethylene test tubes on an end-to-end rotator for
24 h in a thermostatic room at 25 ˚C. Prior to centrifugation, these samples were
further exposed to a stream of N2(g) for 0.5 h.
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Aliquots of mineral suspensions were reacted with standardized NaCl, NaF and
NaH2PO4 solutions under N2(g). pH values were then adjusted to 3.0 and 7.5 for
fluoride-bearing solutions and to 9.0 for phosphate-bearing solutions, with HCl or
NaOH. These resulting suspensions were equilibrated for 24 h (NaCl) or 65 h (NaF
and NaH2PO4). Preliminary experiments showed that this time was sufficient to
achieve equilibrium with respect to ligand adsorption. The suspensions were
thereafter centrifuged twice and the supernatants were collected for determination of
residual chloride, fluoride and phosphate concentrations. Aqueous concentrations of
chloride and fluoride were determined with an ion-selective electrode. Phosphate
analysis was carried out with the phosphorus molybdenum blue spectrophotometric
method.98 These values were used to determine the amount of ligand associated to
the mineral surface. The centrifuged mineral pastes were analyzed by FTIR.
The centrifuged wet pastes were transferred onto the ATR cell (Golden Gate,
single-bounce diamond cell) and dried to thin films under the N2(g) atmosphere of
the analysis chamber of the spectrometer (Fig. 2.1). Spectra were collected every 0.5
h during the evaporation procedure until all O-H stretching and bending modes of
free water had disappeared. In the proton adsorption experiment, proton
concentrations were increased, in turn increasing proton surface loadings beyond
typical values reached in aqueous solutions as the water evaporated, on the other
hand a portion of the acidity was lost as volatile HCl. It should be stressed that the
actual proton loading associated to each spectrum do not correspond to actual
surface densities but to the initial ([HCl]-[NaOH])/nm2. These values therefore only
shall be used to denote and to compare the different spectra.
The spectra were collected with a Bruker Vertex 70/V FTIR spectrometer,
equipped with a standard deuterated L-alanine doped triglycine sulfate (DLaTGS)
detector in a room kept at 25 ˚C. Measurements were carried out in the 4500-600
cm-1 range at a resolution of 2.5 cm-1 and at a forward/reverse scanning rate of 10 Hz,
resulting in 1000 co-added spectra for each sample. Blackman-Harris 3-term
apodization function was used to correct phase resolution.
A single-bounce ATR cell with diamond prism was used in these experiments
(Fig. 2.1). By using internal reflection element material, it limits the depth of IR
beam penetrating through sample to avoid the strong attenuation in the sample.
The depth of penetration (dp) is defined in Equation 2.1:
𝑑! =

!
!!!! !"#! !!

!! !
!!

(2.1)
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic experimental procedure and setup for proton and anion
adsorption experiments. Light path for a single-bounce ATR cell with a diamond
prism is shown in red lines. dp, n1, n2 and θ are explained in the text.

λ is the wavelength of the light, n1 is the refractive index of ATR crystal (diamond in
this case, n1=2.42), n2 refractive index of the sample, and θ is the angle of
incidence.99 An ATR spectrum can be obtained by measuring the absorbed radiation.
The ATR spectrum is similar to the conventional absorption spectrum except for the
dependency of the penetration depth on wavelength. The longer wavelength, the
deeper light penetrates into the sample, resulting in more intense absorption bands.
This dependency may contribute to band distortions, which can be corrected using
spectral analysis methods (not applied in this study).
2.1.2.2 Temperature programmed desorption (TPD)‐FTIR
TPD-FTIR experiments were carried out using the set-up shown schematically in
Fig. 2.2. The mineral powder samples were pressed onto a fine tungsten mesh
(Unique wire weaving, 0.002” mesh diameter) squeezed into a copper-heating shaft
and in direct contact with a K-type thermocouple. These were thereafter heated at a
constant rate of 10 ˚C/min from 45 to 400 ˚C in an IR chamber (AABSPEC #2000-A)
equipped with KBr windows under an operating pressure below 0.0025 torr which is
the detection limit of the pressure sensor (MKS, Baratron). A mass spectrometer
(Preiffer Vacuum, PrismaPlus) was used for in vacuo experiments to monitor
effluent gases during TPD (e.g. H2O, CO2, CO, H2, Cl2/Cl−).

Fig. 2.2 Schematic setup for TPD-FTIR.
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FTIR spectra were collected with the same spectrometer but in transmission
mode, and not with ATR cell. The data acquisition method was the same as descried
in section 2.1.2.1, but at a resolution of 4 cm-1 by collecting 25 co-added scans per
sample per temperature.
2.1.2.3 Water vapor and carbon dioxide adsorption by FTIR
Aqueous iron oxyhydroxide suspensions were equilibrated at their natural
suspension pH under an atmosphere of N2(g). Protonated surfaces were prepared
using the same procedure as in the proton adsorption (section 2.1.2.1). Prior to
centrifugation and FTIR measurements, these samples were further exposed to a
stream of N2(g) for another 0.5 h. The centrifuged wet pastes were then transferred
onto a fine tungsten mesh (Unique wire weaving, 0.002” mesh diameter) squeezed
into a copper shaft and dried to thin films under a flow of N2(g). Spectra were
collected every 10 min during the evaporation procedure until all O-H stretching and
bending modes of free water had disappeared. FTIR and X-ray photoelectron
(Kratos Axis Ultra) spectroscopic analyses of the dry mesh showed neither phase
changes nor oxidation in both iron oxyhydroxide solid and the tungsten mesh. Using
this procedure, the sample gave spectral features highly comparable to those
obtained by pressing dry iron oxyhydroxide powder on the tungsten mesh under a
pressure of 5 tons. It was however preferred as it produced thin films of controlled
thickness that diffract less IR light, and thereby better signal-to noise ratios.
H2O (g) (trace analysis grade, Sigma-Aldrich), D2O (g) (100 atm%D, ARMAR
Chemicals) and CO2(g) (99.99%, AGA) adsorption experiments were carried out in
a vacuum cell (AABSPEC #2000-A) equipped with CaF2 or KBr windows. One set
of experiments was carried out under vacuum. Starting at an operating pressure
below 0.0025 torr, mineral particles were exposed to these gases up to 10.0/19.0 torr
at increments of 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 torr. A pressure controller/manometer (MKS, 640A)
was used to monitor un-adsorbed gas pressure. Atmospheric pressure adsorption
experiments were carried out using the set-up shown schematically in Fig. 2.3.
Different loadings of H2O/CO2 were introduced to mineral samples by a flow of
carrier N2(g). In water adsorption, CO2-free water vapor was generated by passing
dry N2(g) through an airtight water bath. This moist flow was then mixed with dry
N2(g) at the different ratios controlled by mass flow controllers (MKS, 179A),
however, maintained the total flow rate at 200 SCCM (standard cubic centimeters
per minute). CO2(g) levels close to those in the atmosphere were achieved by
increasing the N2(g) flow to 400 SCCM.
All spectra were collected in the 4500-1200 cm-1 / 4500-600 cm-1 range at a
resolution of 4.0 cm-1, and at a forward/reverse scanning rate of 10 Hz. Every
spectrum was an average of 50 scans.
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Fig. 2.3 Schematic setup for water and carbon dioxide sorption under atmospheric
pressure and the dynamic vapor sorption.

2.1.3 Dynamic vapor sorption
A quartz crystal microbalance (QCM; eQCM 10M, Gamry Instruments Inc.) was
used to measure water vapor uptake using the dynamic vapor sorption method.
These measurements were made at the same time as the FTIR measurements, using
exactly the same gas mixtures described in the proceeding section. Mineral particles
were deposited on the quartz crystal (10 MHz Au-coated) and then dried under a 200
SCCM N2(g) flow overnight into thin films. Before introducing water vapor, the
mass of each sample was measured by QCM to ensure that the sample was
completely dry and had stable mass. Twenty minutes equilibration time was allowed
for each water loading during which time end-flow water vapor levels were
measured by a non-dispersive infrared analyzer (LI-7000, Licor Inc.). The
frequency (fs) of the quartz resonator was continuously measured. The change of
frequency (Δf) can be converted in to change of mass (Δm) on the quartz crystal
using Sauerbrey Equation (Equation 2.2).100
∆𝑓 = −

!!!!
! !! !!

∆𝑚

(2.2)

f0 is the resonant frequency (10 MHz). A is piezoelectrically active crystal area that
is 0.205 cm2 for the Au-coated quartz. ρq is density of quartz (2.648 g/cm3) and µq is
shear modulus of quartz (2.947 × 1011 g/cm⋅s2).

2.2 Spectral analysis
FTIR spectra were offset to zero absorbance at 4450 cm-1, where absorbances are
negligible, and baseline-corrected using a polynomial function for O-H stretching
region. Baseline correction was judged appropriate after several tests showing that it
extracted clearer spectral components than any other strategy. Furthermore, as the
background is smooth and its 2nd derivative is linear, it does not introduce any
artificially generated bands. This baseline-correction was however not applied to
akaganéite spectra, due to variable bulk O-H stretches.45 Single value
decomposition91 was used then to generate noise/error reduced spectra, for which the
number of chemical relevant vectors was estimated with the factor indicator
function.92 A multivariate curve resolution analysis was thereafter applied with the
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MCR-ALS (alternating least squares) program101 to obtain the purest spectral
components. This method therefore takes results of SVD, or principal component
analysis, one step ahead by rotating eigenvectors into a real chemical space. This
vector rotation procedure also generates a concentration profile for each component.
Two-dimensional correlation spectroscopy95 was also used independently to identify
possible (lack of) correlations between the various band sets arising from distinct
groups/ interactions. All calculations were performed with MATLAB 7.0.

Fig. 2.4 Calibration spectral matrix of gaseous water from 0.00 to 10.00 torr (A).
MCR-ALS analysis is used to obtain spectra components (ε) and concentration
profiles (p) of gaseous water and a baseline.

For H2O(g) and CO2(g) adsorption, pretreatments of the spectra need to be done
before baseline correction. Contributions from free gaseous water/ carbon dioxide to
the raw spectra conceal the mineral surfaces’ intrinsic spectral features sought for in
this work. H2O vapor and CO2(g) calibration spectra were collected under the same
conditions as described in Section 2.1.2.3, still using the tungsten mesh but in the
absence of mineral samples. MCR analyses of the calibration spectra matrix (A)
extracted linearly independent molar absorption coefficient (ε) of H2O and CO2
pertaining to the specific optical path of the reaction cell. Linear regression of
pressure (p) and the spectral response revealed high correlation of r2= 0.997 for H2O
(Fig. 2.4) and r2= 0.994 for CO2(g) (not shown). This linear relationship enabled us
to apply the Beer-Lambert law (A= εp)99 to these results and to develop models that
can reproduce spectroscopic contributions of H2O and CO2 at any given pressure
below saturation pressure. Finally, gas-free spectra were obtained by subtracting the
spectra with the calculated contributions of the H2O/CO2 for each pressure.
As one of the most widely used “blind source separation” approaches,94, 102-103
MCR was chosen as it has been shown to retrieve comparable results to other
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competing methods including SIMPLISMA,102 MILCA as well as SNICA.103 This
method has been used on a variety of data types in several previous studies.104-105

Fig. 2.5 Noise abatement of MCR-ALS method was tested by adding various
amount of noise. Plots with orange color are the theoretical values. On the left
hand side, components gained by MCR-ALS are showed in dash line and colorcoded with their concentration profile on the right.

To confirm the applicability of this method to the O-H stretching region, a
methodology validation was performed. The approach undertaken was to generate
synthetic spectral sets resulting from a chemical reaction deemed to mimic some of
the data. The following equilibrium reaction was chosen:
-OH−1/2 + H+ → -OH2+1/2

(2.3)

Peak I (-OH) and peak II (-OH2) were generated using Gaussian function at
experimentally achieved resolution of 0.96 cm-1. Peak I of -OH groups was centered
at 3665 cm-1 with a half-width of 7 cm-1. Reacted -OH into -OH2 (Equation 2.3),
peak I red shifted to 3400 cm-1 (Peak II, -OH2) with half-width of 70 cm-1. These
synthetic spectral components (ε), peak I and II, had equal integrated band areas.
Concentration profiles (C) were then generated by solving Equation 2.3 as a simple
Langmuir adsorption isotherm for 10 different loadings. Synthetic spectra (spectra
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Xa to Xi) where then generated by applying the Beer-Lambert law (A= εC+N)99 at
normally-distributed random noise (N) levels corresponding to 0, 2.5, 10 and 20%
for the height of the 3400 cm-1 band. Another set of simulation was generated to test
on the sensitivity of MCR-ALS to spectral shifts. A shift of 2 cm-1 was simulated
since it was the smallest shift discussed in this work. Spectra were then generated
from 3670 cm-1 to 3650 cm-1 region. Peak I was, in this case, centered at 3660 cm-1
and peak II was centered at 3658 cm-1. The same ten concentrations were chosen to
generate this spectra set (spectra Ya to Yj).

Fig. 2.6 Reproducibility of band shift. Plots with orange color are the theoretical
values. Components (left) and concentration profile (right) rotated by MCR-ALS
method are highly comparable with theoretical values (color-coded).

Results of MCR-ALS analyses are shown in Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6. These efforts
show that original spectral components can be reasonably achieved even at 20%
noise. Signal shifts even down to 2 cm-1 can be identified as well. Under moderate
noise level, both component and concentration profiles display small, yet acceptable,
deviations. Cross-contamination, seen by a residual 3400 cm-1 band in the Peak I
component, and vice-versa, cannot be totally eliminated. However, constraining by
prior and acknowledged information, chemically related results are achievable. In
conclusion, MCR-ALS can be confidently used to retrieve salient features of linearly
independent spectral components and concentration profiles for the type of FTIR
spectra used for this work.
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“In the general evolution of geochemistry

during the last quarter of a century, the most
remarkable trend is the tendency not only to
accumulate analytical facts, but to find a theoretical
explanation of these facts.”
− Victor Moritz Goldschmidt, 1937
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3. Iron Oxyhydroxide Structure and Thermal Stability
3.1 Iron oxyhydroxide structures
X-ray powder diffraction measurements confirmed that all samples consisted of
only pure lepidocrocite/goethite/akaganéite crystalline phases.38, 106 XPS results
retrieved characteristic Fe 2p3/2 and O 1s regions of iron oxyhydroxide minerals and
confirmed the absence of contaminants other than trace aliphatic carbons associated
to in vacuo measurements. FTIR spectra further proved the sample purity through
characteristic O-H stretching and bending modes and the absence or minimal levels
of hydrocarbons, carbonates and carboxyls in dry iron oxyhydroxide samples
exposed to N2(g).
Salient physical attributes of all four synthetic iron oxyhydroxide samples are
reported in Table 3.1. Particles are all sub-micron sized particles, no greater than
250 nm in length and 35 nm in width and thickness. TEM images show that lath
lepidocrocite (LL) particles are plate-like, while rod lepidocrocite (RL), goethite (G)
and akaganéite (AK) particles have acicular shape. Their N2(g) B.E.T. specific
surface areas are in the 55.6-111.2 m2/g range.
Table 3.1 Physical attributes of synthetic iron oxyhydroxide particles
Particle size (nm) α

Surface area
(m2/g) β

Pore size
(nm) γ

Micro
porosity γ

Length

Width

LL

95-210

25-35

81.3

5.6

2.9 %

RL

180-250

8-12

64.4

5.4

4.0 %

G

80-100

8-10

55.6

5.7

5.7 %

AK

80-110

7-11

111.2

7.4

7.4 %

α. Particle sizes were estimated from TEM images (Fig. 3.1).
β. Determined by B.E.T. N2(g) adsorption/desorption isotherms.
γ. Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (B.H.J.) analysis of N2(g) adsorption/desorption
isotherms.
LL particles consist of wide thin platelets, while RL consists of acicular shaped
particles (Fig. 3.1). Predominantly terminated by the (010) plane, LL particles also
exhibit (100) and (001) minor planes, as suggested in various work.107-109 RL
displays the same planes, however with a greater proportion of the (001) edge. FTIR
spectra of RL and LL samples (Fig. 3.2) are characteristic of the lepidocrocite with
characteristic bulk OH bending modes at 1154, 1021, 755 cm-1 for RL, and 1160,
1021, 744 cm-1 for LL. Bulk OH stretching modes are centered at 3060 cm-1 in RL
but occur as a doublet at 2855 and 3115 cm-1 for LL. This split is a characteristic
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feature of LL and arises from the preferential alignment of the (010) plane45 on the
sample holder. This alignment enhances the selection of O-H stretch components
lying perpendicular to the infrared light propagation (2855 cm-1). The other
components occur, on the other hand, at the higher energy region in the LL spectra
(3115 cm-1). These effects are however of little or no significance in RL since the
equally important (010) and (001) planes are randomly oriented on the sample
holder. As such, these measurements add further confirmation to the important
morphological differences between LL and RL.

Fig. 3.1 Particle morphologies and TEM images (scale bars = 50 nm) of
lepidocrocite, goethite and akaganéite.

Fig. 3.2 FTIR spectra of dry dialyzed LL, RL, G and AK are shown with their crystal
structures. (Fe=brown; O=red; O(H)=blue; H=black; hydrogen bond=black dashed
line.)

Goethite particles (Fig. 3.1) are acicular in shape and dominated by the
structurally analogous (110) and (100) planes, as well as the terminal (021) plane.97
The FTIR spectra (Fig. 3.2) reveal no other OH stretching (3130 cm-1) or bending
(896, 794 cm-1) modes than those of goethite.38 Based on crystallographic
considerations, ~95% of akaganéite surface is equally represented by the
isostructural (100) and (001) planes,3 leaving ~5% to the terminal (010) plane (Fig.
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3.1). Akaganéite displays even stronger OH bonds (Fig. 3.2) through characteristic
O-H stretches at 3490/3320 cm-1 and bends at 805, 680/615 cm-1.
It is notable that bulk OH stretches get stronger in the order of lepidocrocite <
goethite < akaganéite, while bending modes are in the opposite order. These
differences result from distinct hydrogen bonding patterns in these three FeOOH
polymorphs. In lepidocrocite, sheets of FeO3(OH)3 octahedra formed by edgesharing adjacent double chains are held together by continuous hydrogen bonds (OH⋅⋅⋅O-H⋅⋅⋅O-H).38, 45 The structure of goethite, on the other hand, consists of double
chained, edge-sharing iron octahedra forming 2 × 1 pseudo-channels with weaker
single hydrogen bonding (O-H⋅⋅⋅OH). Finally, akaganéite’s larger 2 × 2 channel
structure can contain chloride, where it forms even weaker and variable H-bonds
with bulk hydroxyls (O-H⋅⋅⋅Cl−). This also leads to two main types of tunnel sites,
namely with or without Cl− and the additional charge-balance proton.70-71, 110-111 The
bulk hydroxyls in these two types of tunnels reveal different OH stretching and
bending modes.
In summary, variations in the hydrogen bond strengths of these polymorphs are
substantial and decrease in the order lepidocrocite > goethite > akaganéite. Previous
calorimetric studies on phase transformation reactions pointed out the importance of
particles size, surface area and hydration state.1 The correlation of hydrogen bonding
strengths with thermal stabilities of FeOOH particles has, however, not been
addressed.

3.2 Temperature dependence of FeOOH polymorphs
Structural differences of FeOOH polymorphs are reflected in their hydrogen
bonding strength variations, observed by FTIR in the above section. These
differences also control their phase transformations, specifically dehydration and
dehydroxylation. Phase transformation reactions of LL, RL, G and AK were
monitored in situ by combining FTIR, mass spectrometry, and TPD.
FTIR spectra during dehydroxylation and dehydration processes of goethite are
shown as an example in Fig. 3.3. Bulk OH stretching and bending modes of FeOOH
both undergo dramatic loss in intensity. The 2nd derivatives of these spectra should
peak at the phase transition temperatures. Dehydroxylation/dehydration temperatures
are also referred to the median TPD H2O peaks (Fig. 3.4). Based on the good
correlation of these two sets of data, we show only TPD H2O trace here. The
differences in transformation temperatures arise from the particles’ morphological
and structural differences. Other pieces of evidence were obtained by thermo
gravimetric analysis (Fig. 3.4) and XRD. TGA measures weight loss as a function of
temperature, providing independent confirmation of FeOOH transformation
temperature. Again, TPD water trace and TGA weigh loss correlated well, which
confirmed the role of dehydroxylation/dehydration in phase transformation. XRD
showed that both LL and RL converted into maghemite (γ-Fe2O3), while G and AK
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converted into hematite (α-Fe2O3). The reactions for one unit cell of each FeOOH
can be written as follows:
4 γ-FeOOH → 2 γ-Fe2O3 + 2 H2O

(3.1)

4 α-FeOOH → 2 α-Fe2O3 + 2 H2O

(3.2)

8 β-FeOOH → 4 α-Fe2O3 + 4 H2O

(3.3)

Fig. 3.3 TPD-FTIR spectra of G are shown in bulk OH stretching and bending
regions. Phase transformation ranges from 232 to 329 ˚C. The black spectrum
was collected at 25 ˚C before TPD. (: intensity changes; : band shifts).

The different TPD profiles (Fig. 3.4) of LL and RL are of noteworthy interest.
The TPD H2O trace and TGA both peak at 260 ˚C for RL and 268/265 ˚C for RL. As
LL and RL are of same crystal structure, morphology-induced hydrogen bonding
variations should be the main reason of their different thermal stabilities. Recalling
that the sheet-like lepidocrocite structure is stabilized by hydrogen bonds, LL has
higher in-plane (1160 cm-1) and lower out-of-plane (744 cm-1) bending modes than
RL (1154, 755 cm-1). This indicates that the O-H strength in LL is weaker and
thereby correlates to lower dehydroxylation temperatures (Fig. 3.4).

Fig. 3.4 TPD water traces (top) of four FeOOH samples are shown from 150 to
350 ˚C. TGA weighs loss (dashed lines) as well as their derivatives (solid lines;
bottom) are shown color-coded with TPD water traces for each sample.
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Thermal dehydroxylation of goethite, the most stable FeOOH polymorph,
proceeded at ~290 ˚C in both TPD and TGA experiments (Fig. 3.4). A recent
molecular dynamics simulation of G dehydroxylation suggested that one proton of
bulk OH hops to the neighboring OH, following with Fe-H2O dissociation.112
Furthermore, as the proton hopping process has a greater energy barrier it should
thereby be the rate-determining step.112 As mentioned, weaker hydrogen bonding in
G than lepidocrocite strengthens bulk O-H bonds. Consequently, it restrains proton
hopping and leads to higher transformation temperature (Fig. 3.5).

Fig. 3.5 Schematic representations of thermally driven water desorption processes in
FeOOH particles, including lepidocrocite, goethite and two types of channel
structures of akaganéite. (Fe=brown; O=red; O(H)=blue; H=black; Cl=green.)
Hydrogen bond and water loss are denoted in black dashed line and highlighted
area.

Akaganéite has the lowest dehydroxylation temperature of all four FeOOH
phases considered in this work. It also displays the widest range of transformation
temperatures in both TPD and TGA curves (Fig. 3.4). A doublet centered at
200(190)/260 ˚C points to the presence of two distinct types of bulk hydroxyl groups
involved in this process, namely those that form hydrogen bonds with bulk chloride
ions and those that are isolated (Fig. 3.5). Building upon the aforementioned MD
simulations,112 these two groups should be associated with considerably different
proton hopping energies, thereby contributing to the broad range of the
dehydroxylation temperatures.
In summary, particle morphology, crystal structure and hydrogen bonding
environments are important variables to the thermal stability of FeOOH particles.

3.3 Effect of surface acidities on thermal stability of FeOOH
polymorphs
This section will focus on how residual acidity, in the form of dry HCl, shifts
dehydroxylation/dehydration temperatures. Aqueous suspensions of FeOOH
particles were first reacted with solutions of HCl to reach comparable surface
acidities (protons/nm2). These samples were then heated up to 400 ˚C followed by
FTIR and TPD (Fig. 3.6). As in the case for the dialyzed samples the relative
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thermal stabilities of the FeOOH phases are in the order of AK < LL < RL < G.
Important upward shifts in thermal stability were however induced in AK, LL and
RL.

Fig. 3.6 TPD water traces of LL, RL, G and AK samples prepared at the certain
2
surface proton concentrations (shown in the figure legends) in protons/nm .

The thermal stabilities of LL and RL particles were readily raised from 260 and
268 to 282 ˚C respectively by increasing HCl loadings to ~36 protons/nm2. These
shifts were ascribed to the protonation of surface hydroxyls in the form of
chemisorbed water. This surface protonation varies bulk structure such as unit cell
size
and
increases
the
phase
transformation
temperature.
Dehydroxylation/dehydration temperatures of goethite are, on the other hand, not
sensitive to surface as LL and RL. As the most stable form of FeOOH, double chains
of Fe-octahedra of goethite are connected by corner sharing and hydrogen bonding.
This bonding is stronger than in lepidocrocite where layers of double chains are held
together only by hydrogen bonds. The high stability of goethite crystal structure may
be one of the reasons of its low response to proton loadings. On the other hand, in
the absence of continuous hydrogen bonding as in lepidocrocite, goethite has
shortened O-H bonds and should have higher thermal stability.
Protonation of akaganéite faces a different situation because of its unique tunnel
structure. Mass spectrometric determination of released H2O points to an important
correlation between dehydroxylation/dehydration temperature and proton/chloride
(HCl) loadings. Indeed, dialyzed samples gave rise to double peaks at 200 and 256
˚C, while those reacted in 63.8 HCl/nm2 were shifted up to 305 ˚C (Fig. 3.6). These
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shifts are ascribed to the stronger hydrogen bonding environments of the akaganéite
bulk, retarding the associative desorption of HCl concentration. It also has been
noted that a substantial attenuation of the low temperature peaks with HCl loading,
only produced a faint shoulder in the highest HCl. The HCl desorption was further
tested by sample composition measurements. Dialyzed akaganéite sample has the
chemical composition of FeO0.819(OH)1.218Cl0.169 by XPS measurement, while after
TPD changed into FeO1.121(OH)0.275Cl0.109. The Fe/O ratio increased to 2/2.24
indicating the presence of Fe2O3 (Reaction 3.3). Significant decrease of Cl atomic
concentration, causing the Cl/Fe ratio to drop form 0.169 to 0.109, provided
evidence for reaction 3.4. The same trend can be found with 63.8 HCl/nm2
akaganéite sample as well, with its Cl/Fe ratio decreasing from 0.442 to 0.143.
Chloride is concomitantly expelled through the reaction
2 H2O + 4 Cl− → 4 HCl + O2 + 4e−

(3.4)

Gas traces of this sample revealed that HCl was released starting at 310 °C after
dehydration water trace and in concomitance with the presence of O2 (Fig. 3.7).
These gas-traces supported the observations in reaction 3.4.

Fig. 3.7 Mass spectrometric determination of evolved gases during TPD.
2
Akaganéite prepared at 63.6 protons/nm releases O2 and HCl at higher
temperature than water. The O2 trace is 5 times of original data.

In akaganéite, thermal stability was varied most pronouncedly by surface
protonation levels. The correlation between bulk and surface properties will be
discussed further in the next section.

3.4 Bulk‐surface relationship in akaganéite
In contrast to other FeOOH polymorphs (goethite or lepidocrocite), akaganéite
contains channels in which Cl− ions are stabilized by hydrogen bonding. Numerous
accounts of samples accommodating F−, Br− and OH− underpinned the important
anion exchange properties of this material.113-114 Chloride sites are surrounded by
eight hydroxyls and eight oxygens (Fig. 3.8). The addition of Cl− to β-FeOOH also
requires charge balancing by co-sorbed protons, suggesting protonation occurs on
corner-shared bare O atoms.71, 112-113 Typical akaganéite samples never reach full Cl−
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occupancies, but rather up to about 2/3, as a result a portion of bulk OH groups
should not form any hydrogen bonds. Akaganéite samples of varied chloride
occupancy should consequently exhibit variable bulk hydroxyl contents and variable
hydrogen bond strengths (Fig. 3.8). Lattice energies and a host of thermodynamic
properties may thereby be affected as mentioned. Full discussion can be found in
Appendix I. (Noted that from here mmol/g is used instead of protons/nm2 to denote
the HCl concentration.)

Fig. 3.8 ATR-FTIR spectra of dry synthetic akaganéite samples equilibrated with
0.0 to 8.5 mmol/g HCl (left column). Two types of channel structures of akaganéite
are shown in the right column. (Fe=brown; O=red; O(H)=blue; Cl=green; H=black.)
In Cl-occupied channels, OH groups form hydrogen bonds (black dashed lines)
with chloride. The additional charge balancing proton is shown in pink and its
nearby O site is shown in dark blue.

Fig. 3.9 XRD diffraction pattern of dry akaganéite samples equilibrated with 0.00,
0.04, 0.22 and 2.94 mmol/g HCl solutions. Theoretical diffraction peaks for 0.00
and 2.94 mmol/g HCl reacted akaganéite are shown under each diffraction pattern.
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Powder XRD confirmed that all solids retained the akaganéite structure but that
reaction with HCl lowers 2θ values of all main reflections (Fig. 3.9). Analysis of
these latter data suggests that the unit cell size expands in both a and c directions
with 8 and 11 pm, respectively. The b direction expands by 1.39 pm by Cl−
occupancy (Cl/Fe) increases from 0.05 to 0.25.
Given that O-H stretching is sensitive to changes in hydrogen bonding strength,
vibration spectroscopy can help to provide insightful details into these issues.
Reacting with HCl shifted the O-H stretching frequency of the original dialyzed
solids from 3496 cm-1 to 3470 cm-1 (Fig. 3.8). A shoulder initially presented at 3395
cm-1 was also shifted with HCl, producing bands at 3370 cm-1 then to 3350 cm-1 at
the highest HCl loading. Bands at higher frequencies are assigned to O-H stretches
in the absence of Cl−, motivated by their dominance at low HCl concentration, as
well as higher O-H stretching wavenumber resulting from weak or lacking hydroxylchloride interactions. The lower wavenumber bands are assigned to OH groups
forming hydrogen bonds to Cl−. Note that exposure of HCl to other FeOOH phases,
such as goethite and lepidocrocite, induces no considerable changes in bulk OH
bond strength. Interestingly, NaCl does not increase chloride loadings to the same
extent as HCl (Fig. 3.10). Reacting with NaCl solutions up to 33.87 mmol/g induced
OH stretching shifts of no more than 15 cm-1, while considerably more dilute HCl
solutions induced shifts as large as ∼40 cm-1. This strongly supports the importance
of proton co-sorption in driving the inclusion of chloride to the akaganéite bulk.

Fig. 3.10 ATR-FTIR spectra of chloride reacted with akaganéite (7.53, 11.29,
33.87 mmol/g NaCl). Spectrum of original akaganéite suspension (blue) is shown
as a reference. Arrows () denotes intensity changes and () band shifts.

Until now, all evidences suggest that H+ and Cl− co-sorb to the akaganéite bulk,
vary hydrogen-bonding environment in its channel structure, and consequently
affect its thermal stability. These variations can also be strongly controlled by a pool
of chloride ions intrinsically present at particle surfaces. This form of linked surfacebulk reactivity is catalyzed by competitive ligand exchange reactions, dislodging
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surface-bound chloride into solution then promoting their insertion to the bulk.
Other than HCl, perchloric, sulfuric and benzoic acids were used in this case to
evaluate synergetic effects of anion size and charge on chloride transfer to the
akaganéite bulk. Comparison of samples reacted with these four acids reveals how
ligand exchange at akaganéite surfaces can induce important variations in the bulk
chloride loadings, bulk O-H bond strength and thereby stability.

Fig. 3.11 ATR-FTIR spectra of dry synthetic akaganéite in N2(g). Bold numbers in
+
(a) denote acid concentrations ([H ]: mmol/g) reached by adding HCl (blue), HClO4
(green) and H2SO4 (red). Spectrum of benzoic acid reacted with akaganéite in
N2(g) is shown in (b). Co-sorption of Cl− and H+ was studied by adding chloride
ions to proton-rich system (c). Spectra of dialyzed akaganéite are shown in black
dash lines as the reference. Reprinted from Appendix II.

The presence of surface-bound ligands is confirmed mainly through the loss of
narrow surface OH stretching frequencies at ~3660 cm-1 (Fig. 3.11) and through
characteristic Cl-O, S-O and C-O modes (not shown). Although ClO4− (0.238 nm in
diameter),115-116 SO42− (0.230 nm in diameter)115-116 and C6H5COO− (0.552 × 0.514 ×
2.19 nm)117 ions are clearly too large to diffuse through akaganéite channels, these
compounds induced important spectral shifts reminiscent to those for HCl (Fig.
3.11). The shifts were all initially of equal importance up to loadings of 0.041
mmol/g, but above which became ligand-dependent, and in the order C6H5COOH ≈
HClO4 < H2SO4 ≈ HCl. Perchlorate produces additional O-H stretches above 3500
cm-1 resulting from the deposition of solid HClO4 at greater loadings,118-119 which are
irrelevant to the phenomena under this study. Again, these shift are indicative of
increased chloride loading in the akaganéite bulk. Therefore, as no other ions than
H+ or Cl− can diffuse into the bulk, and that original aqueous solutions contain no
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more than 0.059 mmol/g of free Cl− (measured by ion selective electrode), an
additional pool of Cl− ions must be liberated from the akaganéite surface.
Sorption of HClO4 to these particles induces considerably less spectral shifts than
the same amount of HCl. However, HClO4 is able to produce the same spectral shifts
with additional NaCl as identical loadings of HCl (Fig. 3.11). A limited amount of
surface-available Cl− ions is responsible for the weaker effect of other acids than
HCl. This underscores the importance of the pool labile chloride ions on spectral
shifts. It is notable that not only HCl120 but also other acids induce important changes
to the hydrogen-bonding environment of the akaganéite bulk by dislodging the pool
of Cl− on the surface. Detailed discussion is included in Appendix II.
This form of linked bulk-surface reactivity reinforces the importance of surface
properties. Quoting from Irving Langmuir: “From the point of view of the chemist,
the structure of the surface must be of utmost importance, for the chemical reactions
in which solids take part are practically always surface reactions.” Thus the rest of
this thesis will focus on investigating properties of the mineral surfaces.
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“God made the bulk, surfaces were invented

by the devil.”
− Wolfgang Pauli, 1927
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4. Surface Functional Hydroxyl Sites Identity and
Reactivity in Iron Oxyhydroxides
4.1 Surface structure and OH site distribution
MD simulations of the dominant planes of FeOOH particles were used to build a
conceptual model predicting distributions of surface (hydr)oxo groups as well as
hydrogen bonding patterns. Details of these simulations can be found in Papers III-V.
Lepidocrocite particles are terminated by the (010), (001), and (100) planes.
Assuming particle thickness in the range of 5-10 nm, LL is dominated by the (010)
plane that represents about 71-83% of the total surface area. For RL, the (010) plane
represents 49-66 % of the total surface area and the edge (001) plane contributes the
remaining 48-32%. The (010) surface is populated by isolated (non-interacting) µOH groups (8.4 sites/nm2), as shown in Fig. 4.1. Their (001) counterparts are
terminated by equal site density of -OH, µ-OH and µ3-OH at 4.2 sites/nm2. On this
plane, surface µ-OH accepts a hydrogen bond from an underlying bulk triply
coordinated group. Hydrogen bonds are also formed along rows of -OH groups
involving about 25 % of the sites. The minor terminal plane (100) of LL and RL (not
shown) exhibits geminal sites.

Fig. 4.1 Surface structures predicted by molecular dynamics simulations. Dominant
planes of LL, RL, G and AK are shown in top and side views. (Fe=brown; O=red;
H=black; hydrogen bond=black dashed line.)

Goethite particles are predominantly terminated by the highly comparable (110)
and (100) plane, as well as the minor plane (021). The dominant (110) plane
displays a mixture of -OH, µ-OH, µ3,I-OH, µ3,II-OH and µ3-O sites. MD simulations
of this plane confirms the existence of isolate µ-OH, µ3,II-OH and µ3-O groups (Fig.
4.1). A network of hydrogen bonds is developed within -OH groups (-OH⋅⋅⋅OH-) as
well as between -OH and µ3,I-OH (µ3,I-OH⋅⋅⋅HO-). Among -OH groups (-OH⋅⋅⋅OH-),
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50% of -OH groups donate hydrogen bonds with a neighboring group. Specifically,
45 % only donates one hydrogen bond, in turn 45% only accepts one hydrogen bond,
while the remaining 10% -OH groups donate and receive one hydrogen bond at the
same time. Hydrogen bonds between µ3,I-OH and -OH groups involves virtually all
of these groups. The (021) end plane (not shown) displays two types of -OH and µOH groups, exhibiting an extensive network of hydrogen bonds between all surface
groups.
Akaganéite surface is dominated by the isostructural (100) and (001) planes up to
95%, leaving ~5% of the remaining area to the terminal (010) plane. The (100)/(001)
plane surface (Fig. 4.1) exhibits an array of isolate µ-OH, µ3-O, µ3-OH groups, as
well as rows of -OH groups. 23% of these -OH groups donate hydrogen bonds with
neighboring -OH groups, resulting in ~50% isolated -OH groups. The terminal (010)
plane exposes µ-OH, µ-O and bare Fe sites stabilized by geminal waters (η-OH2)
that are two water molecules bonded to one Fe atom (≡Fe-(OH2)2). These geminal
waters are resilient to desorption in exposure to vacuum during 5 ns of the MD
simulations. This surface is rich in hydrogen bonding, a characteristic feature of
growth planes of FeOOH minerals, such as the (021) plane of goethite.121-122

4.2 Surface site identity
Proton adsorption on FeOOH particle surfaces was used to identify surface sites
by FTIR spectroscopy. Measurements were carried out on N2(g)-dried FeOOH
particles containing a wide range of proton loadings to detect different OH groups
based on their relative proton affinities (Fig. 4.2). Narrow O-H stretching vibration
bands decreased in intensity with proton loading due to the formation of
chemisorbed water (e.g. -OH2, µ-OH2) and chloride (e.g. -Cl, µ-Cl). Protonation
moreover induced the formation of a hydrogen-bonding network between various
sites, resulting in a broad range intensity increased below 3600 cm-1. All
independent contributions to spectral features can be extracted into spectral
components using multivariate curve resolution analysis (Fig. 4.3). This procedure
produces linearly independent (orthogonal) spectral components each encompassing
groups of correlated O-H bands. Uncorrelated intensities are thereby separated from
one another through this procedure. Concentration profiles showed the importance
of each component in relation to proton loadings. These efforts were assisted by
TPD experiments used to identify distinct hydroxyl groups based on their relative
thermal stabilities. FTIR spectra of samples exposed to temperature gradients were
selected to show at the temperatures representing most spectral features (Figs.
4.4&4.5). All bands decreased in intensity with temperature due to surface
dehydration and dehydroxylation reactions, which provided additional support for
reactivities of surface groups. MD results provided conceptual guidelines for the
band assignments. The summary of band assignments has been listed in Table 4.1.
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4.2.1 Lepidocrocite (γ‐FeOOH)
LL particles provide the best reference spectra for µ-OH sites of the (010)
surface, exhibiting one dominant band at 3625 cm-1. This band is also well expressed
in RL, as the (010) plane remains an important crystallographic termination. The
greater surface area of the (001) plane in RL however gives rise to an additional
band of comparable intensity at 3667 cm-1. The strong response of the 3667 cm-1
band to protonation supports its assignment to -OH site, a site of strong proton
affinity (Figs. 4.2&4.3). Consistent with these ideas, temperature readily attenuates
the 3667 cm-1 (-OH) band, while the 3626 cm-1 (µ-OH) band only undergoes thermal
broadening (Fig. 4.4). Resilience of the latter to temperature is consistent with a
hydroxyl group of greater coordination number. Thermally induced loss of -OH
(3667 cm-1) in RL strengthens hydrogen bonds along remaining -OH, as well as new
-O sites resulting from the associative desorption of H2O. This process accounts for
the redshift of 3667 cm-1 band to 3651 cm-1 with temperature.

Fig. 4.2 ATR-FTIR spectra of LL, RL, G and AK dried under N2(g) equilibrated at
low to high proton loadings. Spectra are color-coded according to the dominant
component in Fig. 4.3.

The third set of bands occurs at 3534 and 3550/3552 cm-1. These bands are
unaffected by variations in proton loadings and temperature, pointing to stable
hydroxyl groups of large Fe coordination number. The presence of two bands can be
explained by two distinct µ3-OH groups on the (001) (4.2 sites/nm2) and the terminal
(100) (5.2 sites/nm2) planes. The latter plane represents considerably more surface
area in LL. The greater intensities of the 3550 cm-1 band in RL motivates assignment
of this band to µ3-OH sites of (001). The 3534 cm-1 band should consequently be
assigned to µ3-OH sites of the (100) plane.
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4.2.2 Goethite (α‐FeOOH)
Goethite particles reveal comparable, yet more complex, spectral features. Two
strong bands centered at 3661 and 3491 cm-1 are assigned to -OH and µ3,I-OH on
dominated (110) face respectively, supported by a previous density functional theory
(DFT) study.32 A network of hydrogen bonds interconnects these two types of
surface groups, accounting for the weaker stretching frequencies of µ3,I-OH in
goethite (3491 cm-1) than in lepidocrocite (3534 and 3550 cm-1). It should also be
responsible for the lower wavenumber of -OH band in goethite (3661 cm-1) than in
lepidocrocite (3667 cm-1).

Fig. 4.3 Spectral components (top) and concentration profiles (bottom) obtained by
MCR analysis. Schematic representations along proton loadings are also shown.
Arrows () denote intensity changes and () band shifts while black rectangles
() denote stable bands.

Formation of -OH2 with proton loading weakens the hydrogen bond in µ3,I-OH⋅⋅⋅OH2 and consequently tightens stretches of µ3,I-OH from 3491 cm-1 to 3545, 3576
then to 3585 cm-1 (Figs. 4.2&4.3). Near complete attenuation of the 3661 cm-1 region
further resolves a band at 3648 cm-1, with a similar proton loading dependence to the
3625 cm-1 (µ-OH) band of LL and RL. Its association to the 3661 cm-1 region is in
line with DFT frequency calculations32 showing contributions from isolate µ-OH
and µ3,II-OH species. The TPD data add further constrain to the assignments for
goethite (Fig. 4.4). Both 3661 and 3491 cm-1 bands undergo concomitant changes
with temperature, the former red shifting to 3657 cm-1. Changes in the 3661 cm-1
band can be explained by, as for the 3667 cm-1 band of RL, hydrogen bonding to -O
resulting from the associative desorption of H2O. These changes not only create a
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vacancy (Fe termination), and thereby an isolate µ3,I-OH group, but also alter
stretching frequencies of µ3,I-OH (3491 cm-1) hydrogen-bonded to the remaining OH and -O. It is noteworthy that the spectra of G at the highest temperatures, where
all -OH groups are expected to have been removed, retain intensities in the broad
3650 cm-1. Comparisons with the TPD data of RL and LL are consistent with the
aforementioned DFT calculations of G pointing to stretches from persisting isolate
µ-OH and µ3,II-OH groups. Finally, no discrete-bands can be specifically assigned to
the (021) plane due to the abundance of hydrogen bonding between groups of this
plane.

Fig. 4.4 TPD-FTIR spectra of LL, RL and G dry powder samples, and schematic
representations of the desorption processes. (Fe=brown; O=red; H=black.)
Background-subtracted spectra are shown in temperatures labeled in italic numbers.
Important band-shifts and intensity-changes are denoted by arrows (: intensity
changes; : band shifts) and black rectangles (: stable). Reprinted from
Appendix IV.

4.2.3 Akaganéite (β‐FeOOH)
Hydroxyl functional groups of the AK surface exhibit characteristic narrow
stretching vibration bands above 3620 cm-1 (Figs. 4.2&4.3). Bands below this value,
although resolved in other FeOOH phases, could not be identified in akaganéite due
to strong overlap with bulk OH stretches (3300-3490 cm-1). The dominant 3667 cm-1
band is predominantly assigned to -OH groups on the (100) and (001) planes. This
assignment is motivated by similar band sets of -OH groups in goethite and
lepidocrocite. The proton-induced 5 cm-1 shift is consequently proposed to arise from
a -OH group accepting a mildly stronger hydrogen bond from a vicinal -OH2 site,
namely [-OH2⋅⋅⋅-OH -OH] with -OH at 3662 cm-1, while -OH in [-OH⋅⋅⋅-OH -OH]
corresponds to 3667 cm-1. The 3673 cm-1 shoulder of the -OH 3667 cm-1 band is
assigned to isolate -OH groups in absence of hydrogen bonds ([-OH -OH -OH]).
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This assignment finds additional support in the chloride loading data (Fig. 4.6)
showing a preferential loss of 3662 cm-1 over 3673 cm-1, namely converting [-OH2⋅⋅⋅OH -OH] to [-Cl -OH -OH]. This preferential consumption can be explained by an
energetically less demanding displacement of the vicinal H2O than -OH. A minor
band occurs at 3691 cm-1 is resilient to proton loadings, in contrast to 3667 cm-1
band. TPD experiments (Fig. 4.5) moreover show that it is readily decreased by
temperatures as low as 63 ˚C, while all other bands maintain their original intensities
and positions. These two properties point to geminal waters of the minor (010) plane,
an assignment also finding support in its weakest intensities arising from a site of
overall lowest density (i.e. 5%×7.06 sites/nm2). An additional line of evidence lies in
its response to chloride loadings (Fig. 4.6). The greater sensitivity of 3691 cm-1 (ηOH2) compared to 3673/3667 cm-1 (-OH) points to a greater ability for η-OH2 to
exchange for chloride ions, forming surface Fe-Cl species.

Fig. 4.5 TPD-FTIR spectra of dry powder sample of akaganéite. The right-handside figures contains schematic representations of TPD processes on (001)/(100)
and (010) surface. (surface -OH=light blue; surface η-OH2=yellow.) Reprinted from
Appendix III.

Fig. 4.6 ATR-FTIR spectra of chloride reacted with akaganéite (163, 244, 733 Cl−
2
sites/nm ). Spectrum of original akaganéite suspension is shown as a reference.
Arrows () denote intensity loss while black rectangles () denote stable bands.
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Attenuation of the 3660 cm-1 centered band, a broad band centered at 3655 cm-1
was isolated at 32.6 protons/nm2. The 3655 cm-1 band is resolved through the
protonation series as well as through TPD experiments where thermal desorption of
chemisorbed waters led to its detection at temperatures exceeding 117 ˚C (Fig. 4.5).
The weak proton loading and temperature dependence of this band, compared to OH, points to a hydroxyl of greater Fe nuclearity. This is further supported in the
weaker response of the 3655 cm-1 band to chloride exchange than that of 3667/3673
cm-1 (-OH). Interestingly, many of these attributes are highly comparable to µ-OH
groups of lepidocrocite (3626 cm-1) and goethite (3648 cm-1).
Table 4.1 FTIR band assignments of surface OH groups on FeOOH
FeOOH
Lath
Lepidocrocite

Rod
Lepidocrocite

Goethite

Akaganéite

Crystal
Plane
(010)

Crystal plane
(%)α
71-83%

Surface Species
µ-OH

Wavenumber
(cm-1)
3625

(001)

23-13%

-OH, µ3-OH

3667, 3552

(100)

3-5%

µ3-OH

3534

(010)

49-65%

µ-OH

3626

(001)

48-33%

-OH, µ3-OH

3667, 3550

(100)

2-3%

µ3-OH
-OH

3534
2
3661

(110)

97%

µ-OH, µ3,II-OH

3648

µ3,I-OH

3491

isolate -OH β

3673

-OH ⋅⋅⋅ -OH

3667

-OH2 ⋅⋅⋅ -OH

3662

µ-OH

3655

η-OH2

3691

(100)
/(001)

(010)

95%

5%

α. Determined by particle sizes from TEM images and particle morphologies.
β. Singly coordinated hydroxyls have different band positions under distinct
hydrogen bonding environments.
[isolated -OH]: without H-bonding.
[-OH ⋅⋅⋅ -OH]: accept H-bond form vicinal -OH.
[-OH2 ⋅⋅⋅ -OH]: accept H-bond form vicinal chemisorbed water -OH2.
4.2.4 Thermodynamic implications
Concentration profiles extracted from the chemometric analyses (Fig. 4.7) not
only provide additional validation to the band assignments but also underscore
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important implications on the thermodynamics stabilities of surface groups. Spectral
components for -OH in RL (RI), G (GI) and AK (AI) all exhibit nearly identical
relative concentrations with proton loading. The proton loading dependence of µOH in LL (LI) is, in contrast, considerably weaker than those of -OH. The
experimentally-derived observations therefore provide an independent spectroscopic
confirmation of the relative proton affinities of surface (hydr)oxo groups. These
concepts also fall in line with previous theoretical estimates of these effects.123

Fig. 4.7 Concentration profiles of selected MCR components. Low proton loadings
(left) reveal contrasting dependencies for -OH and µ-OH. Components
representative of highest proton loadings (right) exhibit comparable concentration
profiles.

Another strong correspondence can be observed in the highest proton loading
representing components. As stated earlier, the components contain broad ranges of
intensities resulting from networks of hydrogen-bonded sites involving chemisorbed
water molecules. These similarities also point to comparable energetic requirements,
as well as spectral signatures, in the development of hydrogen bonding networks
involving hydroxyls and chemisorbed waters on these different surfaces.

4.3 Surface site reactivity
Identified surface functional hydroxyl groups on FeOOH now open the door for
molecular scale resolution of adsorption processes on different crystal planes of
FeOOH. In this section, reactivity of fluoride and phosphate with surface (hydr)oxo
groups was resolved. Sorption for fluoride and phosphate ions from aqueous
solutions was modeled with Langmuir-Freundlich isotherms (Fig. 4.8, Table 4.2).124
Adsorption maxima achieved through these experiments are compared with site
populations predicted by the particles’ specific morphologies. FTIR measurements
probed the reactivity of different OH groups on N2(g)-dried FeOOH surfaces.
Fluoride adsorption results were obtained from solutions equilibrated at pH 3.0
and 7.5. These conditions were chosen to highlight differences in surface OH-group
speciation in OH−/F− exchange. Phosphate adsorption experiments were, on the other
hand, limited to pH 9.0 in an attempt to minimize the diversity of species formed on
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the surface as well as ferric-phosphate precipitation, and hence provided useful
information about oxyanion binding to various surface OH groups. The adsorption
data revealed important differences in the minerals’ ability to adsorb fluoride and
phosphate, which consistently increased in the order LL < RL < G. The surface
loadings of fluoride at pH 7.5 and phosphate at pH 9.0 were within the expected
ranges of these densities. However, the adsorption of fluoride at the lower pH (3.0)
exceeded total -OH densities. This excess adsorption can be explained from the
involvement of µ-OH and/or µ3-OH functional groups in stabilizing fluoride
complexes.

Fig. 4.8 Fluoride (left) and phosphate (right) adsorption data for LL, RL and G.
Data points were obtained by experiments. Lines are models generated from onesite Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm.

Table 4.2 Adsorption maxima predicted by Langmuir-Freundlich isotherm

LL

Average -OH
(sites/nm2) α

Average µ-OH
(sites/nm2) α

Adsorption
type
F− (pH 3.0)

Гmax
Гmax
(µmol/m2) (site/nm2)
6.62
3.99

1.28-2.20

7.24-7.73

F− (pH 7.5)

1.23

0.74

PO4 (pH 9.0) 0.57

0.35

F− (pH 3.0)

7.82

4.71

1.85

1.11

PO43− (pH 9.0) 0.83

0.50

3−

RL

2.02-3.01

6.64-7.22

−

F (pH 7.5)

−

G

3.13

3.13

F (pH 3.0)

9.74

5.87

F− (pH 7.5)

3.54

2.04

PO4 (pH 9.0) 1.38

0.83

3−

α. Total surface site densities over all surface area.
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4.3.1 Fluoride adsorption reactivity
Spectra of LL and RL samples after exposure to fluoride at pH 3.0 and 7.5 are
shown in Fig. 4.9. As expected from the isotherm data (Table 4.2), the effect of
fluoride adsorption on the band intensities was greater at pH 3.0 than it was at pH
7.5. The intensity of the 3667 cm-1 band (-OH) had lower intensity at pH 3.0 than at
pH 7.5. Fluoride sorption not only suppressed the -OH band but also induced a
redshift to about 3654 cm−1. Substitution of -OH group by the more electronegative
F− produced stronger hydrogen bonds with adjacent -OH groups, shifting the -OH
band to 3654 cm-1 and reducing the intensity. This pattern was also retrieved in the
ab initio calculation detailed described in Appendix V. Exposed to fluoride, µ-OH
groups of LL and RL were seen in the intensity-reduction of the 3626 cm−1 band,
while µ3-OH groups (3552/3532 cm−1) were generally unaffected. These findings
agree with the idea that fluoride first effectively binds with reactive (high affinity) OH groups, then substitutes with the more recalcitrant (low affinity) µ-OH groups at
higher fluoride loadings.

Fig. 4.9 FTIR spectra of dry LL (left), RL (middle) and G (right) particles preequilibrated in fluoride-bearing aqueous solutions at pH 3.0 and 7.5, then dried in
2
an N2(g) atmosphere. Loadings of adsorbed fluoride are reported µmol/m .
Reprinted from Appendix V.
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For G, fluoride sorption consumed the 3661 cm−1 band corresponding to -OH
sites on the (110) plane. The 3490 cm−1 band underwent an attenuation and blueshift
to 3576/3568 cm−1, especially at pH 3.0. These changes arise from the hydrogen
bonding network formed within -OH groups and adjacent µ3,I-OH groups (Fig. 4.10).
As in RL, substitution of -OH group would reduce the intensity and induce the
redshift of the 3661 cm−1 band (Fig. 4.9). In addition to this, the H-bonding strength
from adjacent µ3,I-OH species would be increased and result in a redshift of the 3490
cm−1 band. This can be seen through a slight shift and band broadening at high
fluoride loadings. The blueshift to 3576/3568 cm−1 is however characteristic of a
weakening of the hydrogen bonds donated from µ3,I-OH, one that results from
protonation reactions of the adjacent -OH groups.125 The spectra of G therefore result
from a combination of proton-fluoride co-sorption reactions, as occurs for such
systems.126 Although it could not specifically be identified in LL or RL, proton cosorption reactions are likely to have contributed to the general baseline slope
increase. Finally, no clear changes of the isolate µ-OH group (3648 cm−1) suggest
little or no fluoride exchange involving these sites. The isotherm-derived Гmax value
of 5.87 sites/nm2 (pH 3.0) is well within the available density of -OH and µ-OH
groups on G surfaces (6.16 sites/nm2).

−

3−

Fig. 4.10 Geometry-optimized structures of F (a) and PO4
(b) bound to the
(110) plane of diaspore obtained from ab initio calculations of the cluster. (µ3,IIOH=gray; -OH=red; µ3,I-OH=blue.) Reprinted from Appendix V.

4.3.2 Phosphate adsorption reactivity
Phosphate adsorption, as in the case of fluoride, attenuated the 3667 cm−1 band of
LL/RL and the 3661 and 3490 cm−1 bands of G (Fig. 4.11). Proton co-adsorption
reactions, weakening the µ3,I-OH···O- hydrogen bond, resulted in a shift from 3490
to 3568 cm-1. Bands corresponding to µ-OH (3626 cm−1) and µ3-OH (3532 cm−1) of
LL and RL were, in contrast, unaffected by phosphate. The bands of the
corresponding groups of G were not as clearly resolved as they lie in the 3661-3648
cm-1 region, yet high phosphate loadings revealed residual bands likely arising from
these groups. Overall, these observations are in line with the Γmax values (Table 4.2)
suggesting that -OH is the only site responsible for phosphate uptake on these three
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minerals. As in fluoride sorption, the ab initio calculation (Appendix V) was also
applied to phosphate. Substitution of one -OH group for a P-O group breaks local
hydrogen bonds (Fig. 4.10). This process may not only have consumed the dominant
3667 (RL, LL) and 3661 (G) cm-1 bands but also left isolated -OH and islands of Hbonded -OH⋅⋅⋅-OH groups in proportions that can correlated to phosphate loadings.

Fig. 4.11 FTIR spectra of dry LL (left), RL (middle) and G (right) pre-equilibrated in
phosphate-bearing aqueous solutions at pH 9.0, then dried in an N2(g) atmosphere.
2
Loadings of adsorbed phosphate are reported in µmol/m . Reprinted from Appendix
V.

Fig. 4.12 P-O stretching region of phosphate bound to goethite. Loadings of
2
adsorbed phosphate are color-coded and reported in µmol/m . Reprinted from
Appendix V.

The P-O stretching regions of goethite display bands centered at 1175, 1110,
1048 and 1000 cm-1 (Fig. 4.12). These bands are highly comparable to those
obtained by Persson et al.51 in wet samples equilibrated at pH 3.1. As the samples
were initially equilibrated at pH 9.0 but thereafter dried in N2(g) the surface species
should have undergone protonation reactions, hence the similarity with the wet
samples equilibrated at pH 3.1.51 Interestingly, the frequencies are also highly
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comparable with frequency calculations of Kwon and Kubicki125 suggesting the
presence of singly and doubly protonated monodentate phosphate species. These
frequencies would also fall in line with doubly protonated bidentate species,125
which has been suggested from FTIR spectra of goethite-bound phosphate in the dry
state39, 43, 127 as well as in the wet state.50 Here the concept is favored that
monodentate coordination predominates the surface speciation of the dry goethite
surface, while bidentate coordination may possibly co-exist as mononuclear (Fe)
binding sites on the minor (021) plane of goethite and (100) plane of lepidocrocite,
although this has yet to be proven.
In summary, the spectra reveal no evidence for direct substitution of either µ3,IIOH or µ-OH groups, pointing to -OH groups as the sole reaction centers for
phosphate adsorption on LL, RL and G surfaces. Participation of µ3,II-OH in the
stabilization of phosphate oxo groups in G may however be invoked in predicting
the formation of these species (Fig. 4.10).
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“Water is H2O, hydrogen two parts, and oxygen one.
But there is also a third thing that makes it water and no
one knows what that its.”
− D.H. Lawrence, 1929
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5. Water Vapor Interactions with Iron Oxyhydroxide
Particles
Determining the surface structures of nanoparticles is one of the grand
challenges of Nano(geo)sciences because the structure plays the key role in
determining properties such as reactivity. In the previous chapter, spectroscopic
responses of surface (hydr)oxo groups were resolved crystal-plane-specifically to
nano-sized FeOOH particles. At this stage, the fundamental knowledge enables the
further study of interactions between synthetic FeOOH particles and important gases
like water vapor. Recalling that O-H stretching frequencies typically shift by 150175 cm-1 per pm change in O-H bond length,32, 35 they can be used as sensitive
indicators to gain detailed insight into these processes. Molecular dynamics
simulations of dominant crystallographic planes support FTIR spectroscopic
measurements. In the following sections, water adsorption on FeOOH particles will
be discussed for the case of (hydr)oxo-terminated surfaces as well as protonated
surfaces. Finally, evidence will be provided for water diffusion into the tunnel
structure of akaganéite as bulk-occupied water.

Fig. 5.1 Water-vapor-subtracted FTIR spectra (a) of goethite particles exposed to
0.0-19.0 torr gaseous water. Difference spectra for adsorbed-water stretching and
bending regions are shown in b. Arrows () denoted intensity changes.

5.1 Water adsorption on hydroxyl‐terminated surfaces
Dry dialyzed FeOOH particles were exposed to atmospheres of H2O vapor
ranging from 0 to 19.0 torr. FTIR spectra of goethite water system are shown as an
example in Fig. 5.1a. The difference spectra represent the spectroscopic responses of
adsorbed water (Fig. 5.1b). Water loadings on these particles were determined by
dynamic vapor sorption experiments using a quartz crystal microbalance. The
obtained isotherms (Fig. 5.2) suggest maximal loadings of 11-13 H2O/nm2 for LL,
17-23 H2O/nm2 for RL, 22-26.5 H2O/nm2 for G up to ~10 torr water vapor. These
water loadings are marginally larger than the corresponding crystallographic site
densities. The more salient features of FTIR spectra were revealed in the pressure
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range below 10.00 torr. Narrow O-H stretching bands undergo the greatest change in
energy and intensity (Fig. 5.3), arising from hydrogen bonds’ formation with water.
This consumption of surface O-H stretching bands is strongly correlated with the
appearance of liquid-like adsorbed water vibrational (stretching and bending) modes.
MD simulations generate a plausible molecular-level depiction of the process. Power
spectra (Fig. 5.4) obtained from these simulations assist the interpretations of the
experimental data. The simulation snapshots of water adsorption on dominant
lepidocrocite and goethite surfaces (Fig. 5.5) provide a visualized representation of
water adsorption sites, orientations as well as the hydrogen-bonding patterns. Details
of these simulations can be found in Papers VI and VII.

Fig. 5.2 Water sorption isotherms of LL (blue), RL (green) and G (red) obtained
from dynamic vapor sorption experiment. Dominant crystal planes for LL, RL and
G are shown in the right column. (Fe=brown; O=red; H=black.)

5.1.1 Lepidocrocite
5.1.1.1 Interactions at the (010) plane
Exposure of both LL and RL particles to water vapor induced an important red
shift of the 3626 cm-1 band of µ-OH at the (010) plane to 3555 cm-1 (Fig. 5.3), due to
the hydrogen bonds’ formation with water molecules (Fig. 5.5). Repeated
experiments using D2O(g) confirmed that this band at 3555 cm-1 does not arise from
water. Surface-bound water does cause a general rise in the baseline below 3600 cm1
, especially at pressures above 5 torr. In line with the experimental findings,
theoretical power spectra (Fig. 5.4) reproduced the attenuation and red shift of the
3626 cm-1 band at higher water pressures. This shift is result of a network of
hydrogen bonds between µ-OH sites and adsorbed water molecules. The number of
accepted and donated hydrogen bonds (Fig. 5.6), obtained from the MD-derived
results, increased linearly with water pressure until reaching the crystallographic site
density (8.4 sites/nm2). A second water layer formed at loadings exceeding 8.5
H2O/nm2. It is also noteworthy that increasing the water loading generates water
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density profiles that resemble those of liquid water. Water loadings studied in this
thesis therefore correspond to precursors of structured liquid water layers.

Fig. 5.3 Baseline-subtracted FTIR spectra of LL (a), RL (b) and G (c) particles
exposed to 0.00-10.00 torr water vapor in surface hydroxyl stretching regions.

Fig. 5.4 Power spectra of the (010) (left), (001) (middle) planes of lepidocrocite and
(110) (right) plane of goethite exposed to various water loadings, denoted as
2
H2O/nm .
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5.1.1.2 Interactions at the (001) plane
RL exposes another important crystal surface along the edge (001) plane.
Exposure of water vapor to RL exerts more convoluted changes in the O-H
stretching region, populated by additional hydroxyl groups on (001) surface. The
bands populated by (001) plane include -OH (3667 cm-1), µ-OH (unresolved, set at
3626 cm-1), and µ3-OH (3534 cm-1) groups, as shown in chapter 4. The 3667 cm-1
band of -OH was readily attenuated by water vapor and red-shifted due to the
formation of hydrogen bonds with interfacial water molecules (Fig. 5.3). The 3626
cm-1 band underwent, on the other hand, exactly the same changes as discussed in
(010) plane. A direct comparison of the relative changes in the band area of the 3667
cm-1 and 3626 cm-1 bands suggested that water has a higher affinity to -OH than µOH. The µ3-OH sites are, in contrast, largely unaffected by increases in water
loading, since the intensities of the 3534 cm-1 band did not change substantially.

Fig. 5.5 Schematic representation of water adsorption on LL, RL and G surfaces
obtained by removing excess waters from MD simulation snapshots. Black dashed
lines represent original hydrogen bonding patterns in water-free systems, while pink
lines represent new hydrogen bonds in the presence of water. (Fe=brown; O=red;
H2O=green & blue; H=black.)

Power spectra for the (001) surface (Fig. 5.4) showed that, in keeping with the
experimental FTIR spectra, the 3667 cm-1 band is attenuated with water loading. The
power spectra also revealed an important attenuation of the µ-OH band. The
simulations suggested a shift of the 3535 cm-1 band of µ3-OH, which might
contribute to the increased baseline in this region of the experimental spectra. The
changes from adsorption reactions take place in the concave bounded by two rows of
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-OH with the underlying µ-OH and µ3-OH groups (Fig. 5.5). In contrast to the (010)
plane, hydrogen bonds donated from up to 40% of µ-OH and up to 90% of µ3-OH
groups (Fig. 5.6), partly due to competitive hydrogen bonding acceptor of -OH
group. At high water loadings, -OH group (-O⋅⋅⋅H2O in Fig. 5.6) accepted 1.4 bonds
per site. These interactions also induce a 2-fold increase in the number of hydrogen
bonds between adjacent -OH groups (-OH⋅⋅⋅-OH in Fig. 5.6), compared to waterdeficient conditions. Such H-bonds may be another reason for the sensitivity of the
3667 cm-1 band to water. A second layer of water molecules was observed at all
loadings above 4.2 H2O/nm2, which required lower water loading than on (010) face.
This corresponds well with QCM results that the (001) plane uptakes higher amount
of water than the (010) plane at the given loading.

Fig. 5.6 Hydrogen bonding analysis for the (010) (left), (001) (middle) of
lepidocrocite and (110) (right) plane of goethite surfaces based on MD simulations
2
with different water loadings (H2O/nm ). The numbers of hydrogen bonds with water
per each type of surface group are shown as a function of water loadings.

5.1.1.3 Interactions at the (100) plane
A final spectral feature captured in both RL and LL is the minor band at 3692
cm-1 (Fig. 5.3). This band, in contrast to all others, increases in intensity with the
water loading and can be readily removed by exposing the surface to vacuum. The
lack of discrete surface OH bands, excepting the 3692 cm-1 band, suggests that all
surface groups have interacted with water and that multiple water layers were
formed. A similar band has been observed for akaganéite (β-FeOOH). This feature
arises from the chemisorption of water molecules to bare Fe sites of the (100)
surface, forming the aforementioned geminal η-OH2 groups. The absence of these
bands at this frequency when the particles were reacted with D2O(g) further
confirmed that they arise from this form of adsorbed water.
5.1.2 Goethite: hydroxyl/water interactions at the (110)/(100) plane
Exposing goethite to water vapor attenuates narrow bands at 3661/3648 and
3490 cm-1 in both experimental (Fig. 5.3) and theoretical power spectra (Fig. 5.4).
Attenuation of the 3661 cm-1 band arises from the formation of hydrogen bonds
between water molecules and -OH (3661 cm-1) and µ-OH (3648 cm-1) sites,
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producing a slight red shift with water loadings. Hydrogen-bond analysis (Fig. 5.6)
showed that -OH groups are predominantly acceptors, reaching up to 90% of sites at
high loading, while a maximum of 40% of the sites are donors to water molecules.
In contrast to lepidocrocite, hydrogen bond populations between rows of adjacent OH groups -OH⋅⋅⋅-OH) were however only marginally affected by water adsorption,
which can be explained by the stabilizing effects of pre-existing hydrogen bonds
between -OH and µ3,I-OH groups. The preferential loss of the 3661 cm-1 (-OH)
region over the 3648 cm-1 (µ-OH) region, moreover suggests a greater affinity of
water molecules to -OH than µ-OH. This result was also retrieved in the hydrogenbond analysis of Fig. 5.6, showing more abundant and diverse interactions with -OH
groups.
As a maximum of only ~10% of the µ3,I-OH sites interact with water, the loss of
the 3490 cm-1 band is unlikely from direct interaction with water but from hydrogen
bonding chain effect. Interaction between water and –OH induces the weakening of
the hydrogen bonding strength between µ3,I-OH and -OH sites (Fig. 5.5). This
process effectively produced a triplet at 3510, 3551 and 3582 cm-1 from the original
3490 cm-1 (µ3,I-OH) band, a result also obtained but not specifically discussed in the
recent study of Wijenayaka.128 It has been confirmed that this triplet did not arise
from adsorbed H2O as it also appeared in the spectra of goethite exposed to D2O(g).
Power spectra obtained from MD simulations did not, however, retrieve these bands,
but rather suggested a mere attenuation and red shift of the 3490 cm-1 peak.
Fortunately, an additional chemometric analysis of the spectra uncovered strong
clues suggesting that the triplet arises from two predominant forms of hydrogen
bonding briefly discussed as following.
Recalling that 50% of -OH groups donate a hydrogen bond to a neighboring -OH,
45 % donate or receive only one hydrogen bond, while the remaining 5% both
donate and receive one hydrogen bond at the same time. A statistical analysis of
these configurations shows a preferential configuration consisting of four pairs of
donor-acceptor (-OH···-OH) and one triplet containing one donor/acceptor -OH (OH···-OH···-OH). Furthermore, recalling the greater electronegativity of -O
(pKa=24.4) than -OH (pKa=10.6),123 the ability of singly-coordinated groups in
accepting a hydrogen bond from water should increase in the order: donor (-OH···) >
donor and acceptor (-OH···-OH···-OH) > acceptor (···OH-). Thereby, water will
preferentially bind to donor (-OH···) groups, an interaction that will in turn weaken
the µ3,I-OH···OH- hydrogen bond and shift the 3490 cm-1 band of µ3,I-OH to 3551
cm-1. Receiving a hydrogen bond from water lowers the electronegativity of -O in
the donor (-OH···), and further strengthens hydrogen bonds with an adjacent
accepting group (···OH-). In turn, this weakens the corresponding hydrogen bonds
with the µ3,I-OH and shift the 3490 cm-1 band to 3510 cm-1. Finally, the third band at
3582 cm-1 can be explained by donor and acceptor -OH (-OH···-OH···-OH) hydrogen
bonding with water.
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5.2 Water adsorption on protonated surfaces
The effects discussed so far pertained to neutrally charged surfaces containing no
excess acid or base. However, as previously shown, treating mineral particles with
acid, such as HCl, induces the formation of -OH2 and µ-OH2 species whose charges
are counterbalanced in the dry state by specifically sorbed chloride species in the
form of -Cl and µ-Cl species. The hydrogen bonding environments of these dry
surfaces are considerably more extensive, as indicated by typical losses in discrete
O-H stretching vibrations and the presence of broad-range intensities below ∼3600
cm-1. Incidentally, these surfaces have lower affinities for gaseous water than acidfree surfaces, as shown by Figs. 5.7&5.8. These results are important in further
understanding mineral-water interactions in natural environments of varied pH
values.

Fig. 5.7 Difference FTIR spectra (dashed lines) for the O-H stretching region of
2
dry LL pre-equilibrated with 7.7 mM HCl (36.1 protons/nm , left) and dry RL pre2
equilibrated with 1.8 mM HCl (2.23 protons/nm , right). Full lines show difference
spectra of equivalent samples that have not been exposed to excess acid. The
spectrum of liquid water is shown in black as a reference. Reprinted from
Appendix VI.

LL surfaces were exposed to 36.1 protons/nm2 to replace µ-OH species with µOH2 and µ-Cl. The spectra show that protonated LL surface develops a considerably
weaker 3555 cm-1 band (µ-OH···H2O) and retains smaller quantities of water. This
result reinforces the correlation between the densities of µ-OH species and those of
adsorbed water. Furthermore, it also potentially suggests that hydrogen bonds’
formation between gaseous water and µ-OH2 or µ-Cl species is substantially less
energetically favorable than that with the surface that is predominantly terminated
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with the µ-OH species (Fig. 5.7). The hydrogen-bond-accepting capability of the µOH species is thus a key factor in the hydrophilicity of acid-free LL surfaces. In the
case of RL, a proton loading of 2.23 protons/nm2 was required to favor -OH2
formation on the (001) plane while preserving µ-OH. Like the protonated (010)
plane, the protonated (001) plane also has a lower affinity for water (Fig. 5.7). Again,
the decreased interaction energies between gaseous water and -OH2 are responsible
for this result.

2

Fig. 5.8 Water adsorption isotherms of goethite under 0.0, 1.2 ad 31 site/nm
proton loadings. As explained in section 2.1.2.1, proton loadings associated to
each spectrum do not correspond to actual surface densities but to the initial
2
([HCl]-[NaOH])/nm and denote the different spectra.

Effects of residual dry acidity on goethite-water interface were also resolved for
particles dried in various concentrations of HCl. It has been confirmed that water
prefers to interact with -OH than -OH2 by probing G surface at the low HCl loading
(1.2 protons/nm2). Examination of the water-bending region provides a semiquantitative view on the effects of acidity of surface loadings. Water adsorption
isotherms (Fig. 5.8), obtained by the integrated area of the water-bending region,
show that acidic surfaces accumulate lower quantities of water in the 0-12 torr range
(as in RL). MD simulations show that dominant particle surfaces accumulate two
separated layers of water from 6.6 to 12.6 H2O/nm2, corresponding to ~2.5 to 6 torr
water vapor. In this water-loading region, local surface species on mineral particles
are of paramount importance in controlling interfacial orientations and
accumulations of water. This becomes especially the case for highly protonated
surfaces where the chemisorbed water (-OH2) species have lower ability to accept
hydrogen bonds. A third layer is formed above 12 torr of water vapor, according to
QCM experiments, corresponding to a loading of ~26 H2O/nm2. In this pressure
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region, differences of surface protonation are nearly indistinguishable. This explains
the weaker effects of the local mineral surface species when more than 3 layers of
water form.

Fig. 5.9 Surface O-H stretching frequencies obtained in vacuo both before (blue)
and after (green) exposure to water. Samples were prepared at different proton
2
loadings in protons/nm .

A final noteworthy feature shows the ability of FeOOH surface species reverting
to their speciation once water is removed (Fig. 5.9). This surface memory effect was
observed after subjecting the dialyzed and protonated mineral samples to vacuum
after equilibration with 10.0 torr water vapor. Exposure to gaseous water neither
affects surface speciation nor the surface structure, regardless of proton loadings.
This effect demonstrates the reversibility of the water adsorption reactions and
further confirms thermodynamic equilibrium of the original surfaces.

5.3 Water vapor diffusion into tunnel‐structured FeOOH
Up to now, the interactions with water vapor discussed all occur on FeOOH
surfaces. However, water can also diffuse into iron oxide bulk structure through 0.4
nm × 0.4 nm wide tunnels of the akaganéite (β-FeOOH). As discussed in chapter 3,
every unit cell (formula units: 8⋅FeOOH3) makes up one tunnel site where Cl− can be
stored. Considering that each unit cell is shared by two adjacent tunnels, this yields
the β-FeOOH⋅(Cl)0.25 composition as the theoretically achievable maximum loading.
This composition amounts to a maximum of 50.6 mg water per g of a hypothetically
chloride-free and defect-free phase.
Water loadings on dialyzed synthetic nano-sized akaganéite particles, determined
by dynamic vapor sorption experiments using QCM, greatly exceed this value (Fig.
5.10). These loadings arise from three distinct processes: (i) surface adsorption, (ii)
condensation and (iii) diffusion to the akaganéite bulk. Water loadings on similarsized particles of two other synthetic FeOOH polymorphs (G and RL) on the other
hand, achieved about half of those amounts by akaganéite below 13 torr. Adsorption
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and condensation reactions can be effectively predicted using the Do-Do129 water
adsorption isotherm model, shown in Fig. 5.10. The adsorption component was
constrained by the G and RL data given their strong similarity in surface site
populations and densities. Co-adjusting the condensation component of the Do-Do
model, a component for diffusion to the bulk provided the model prediction (Fig.
5.10). This model highlights concomitant water adsorption and diffusion reactions
throughout the 0-16 torr range, with the latter involving a maximum of 22.4 mg
water per g in the akaganéite bulk. The model points to a composition of
FeOOH⋅(H2O)0.11, namely a 44% unit cell occupancy. As the original dialyzed
particles have a chloride occupancy of about 66% Cl−, it is expected that large water
loadings may promote some HCl exchange with water. Further evidence for water
diffusion reactions was detected by monitoring the hydrogen-bonding environment
of akaganéite surface and bulk OH groups using FTIR spectroscopy (Figs.
5.11&5.12).

Fig. 5.10 Water sorption isotherms of akaganéite (blue square), lepidocrocite
(green circle) and goethite (red circle) obtained from dynamic vapor sorption
experiment. The akaganéite isotherm data points shown as diamonds was
obtained from the integrated band areas of the water O-H bending region (1800-1
1600 cm , Fig. 5.12c), normalized with maximum amount of water measured by
QCM. Solid lines were generated using the Do-Do water vapor adsorption
isotherm. Adsorption (orange), condensation (light blue) and bulk diffusion (purple)
components to the akaganéite model are also shown. TEM images on the right
hand show that these three FeOOHs are all acicular shape sub-micron sized
particles. Reprinted from Appendix VIII.

Narrow O-H stretching peaks associated with singly-coordinated surface
hydroxyls on dry akaganéite surfaces were readily consumed by interactions with
water, as seen by the loss of the 3667 cm-1 band (Fig. 5.11). Just as at lepidocrocite
and goethite surfaces, this band was replaced by broader features below 3600 cm-1
due to the hydrogen-bond network formation at the akaganéite surface. These
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hydrogen-bonded adsorbed water molecules also display liquid-water-like spectral
features at ~1640 cm-1, shown in Fig. 5.12c. The growth of the 3692 cm-1 band with
water loading arises from the chemisorption of water molecules onto bare Fe sites at
the terminations of akaganéite particles, namely the (010) plane. The resulting
complexes consist of geminal waters, which are likely precursor species to those
entering the akaganéite tunnels.

Fig. 5.11 FTIR spectra of akaganéite particles exposed to gaseous water (left
column). Surface hydroxyl groups of the isostructural (100)/(001) planes and the
terminal (010) plane are shown in the right column. Dashed lines represent
hydrogen bonds. (Fe=brown; bulk O(H)=red; bulk O=blue; Cl ion=green.)
Reprinted from Appendix VIII.

Evidence pointing to the diffusion to akaganéite bulk was manifested through the
differences in FTIR spectra of both O-H stretching and bending regions of
akaganéite bulk and water (Figs. 5.12). These spectra display a seemingly peculiar
doublet consisting of the bands at 3568 and 3227 cm-1. This band set contrasts
remarkably with those of lepidocrocite and goethite where a 3435 cm-1 band
typically develops from liquid-like adsorbed water. The appearance of this doublet
can however be understood by recalling the nano-structured tunnels of the
akaganéite bulk. As discussed in chapter 3, OH groups donating hydrogen bonds to
Cl− ions and isolated counterparts arise O-H stretching frequency at 3490/3470 cm-1
and 3380/3350 cm-1. Water molecules should preferentially occupy the empty cell
and interact with isolated OH groups, thereby attenuating spectral intensities near
3490 cm-1. As these interactions broaden the range of O-H stretching frequencies of
both bulk OH and of sorbed H2O, the net effect yields in a rise in intensities of the
3568/3227 cm-1 doublet and of the sharp decline at 3516 cm-1 (Fig. 5.12a). As
additional support to this statement, the same phenomena was observed in samples
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reacted with HCl. This concept can be substantiated further through the response of
the Fe-O-H bending region (900-600 cm-1) to water loadings. Previous work on HClreacted akaganéite showed that incorporation of Cl− strengthens in-plane bending
but weakens out-of-plane bending due to the formation of hydrogen bonds with bulk
OH groups. Exposing akaganéite to water vapor induces comparable features to HCl
(Fig. 5.12b) through the shift of the in-plane (perpendicular to the tunnel) band at
795 cm-1 to 850 cm-1, and the intensity-loss of out-of-plane (along the tunnel)
673/623 cm-1 bands at 721/609 cm-1. A sorption isotherm obtained from the
integrated band area (1800-1400 cm-1) of water bending peaks (Fig. 5.12c) then
normalized to the maximum QCM value, also corresponds remarkably well to the
dynamic vapor sorption experiments (Fig. 5.11), supporting the concept of water
adsorption on akaganéite surface and diffusion through its bulk.

Fig. 5.12 Stretching (a) and bending (b) modes of akaganéite particles exposed to
0.0-15.7 torr gaseous water (top). The H2O bending band of is shown in c (top).
Difference spectra (bottom) were obtained by subtracting the original mineral
contribution from all spectra. The spectra of liquid water are shown in black line as a
reference. Arrows () denote intensity changes. Reprinted from Appendix VIII.

Mechanisms of water uptake on the akaganéite surface and diffusion to bulk
were elucidated further by molecular simulations. Details of these simulations can
be found in Papers VIII. Geminal water sites are the most energetically favorable
adsorption centers at total water vapor loadings. The chemisorbed water molecules
adopt regular arrays of sites on the (010) plane (Fig. 5.13a), resulting from specific
sets of hydrogen bonded interactions with surface (hydr)oxo groups. Second and
third gas-side water layers were structurally similar to those of their liquid water
counterparts at greater water loadings. The additional water species are showed at
tunnel entrances, just 0.19 nm below geminal waters. Each of these additional
species was stabilized by two accepting and two donating hydrogen bonds with
vicinal surface (hydr)oxo groups (Fig. 5.13a). They are likely the precursor
complexes for diffusing through the akaganéite bulk. Extended (> 600 ns)
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simulations revealed a two-stage diffusion process to the akaganéite bulk. A
relatively rapid water uptake, associated with a drop in the total energy of the system,
occurred within 100 ns, followed by a considerably more sluggish uptake within
simulation time (Fig. 5.13b). A density profile of the akaganéite/water interface (Fig.
5.13c), revealed increasing densities of water within the first three top bulk cavities
within this time scale, even though preferential water accumulation occurred on the
mineral/gas side of the interface.

Fig. 5.13 a) Schematic representation of water occupied in the unit cell tunnel
structure of akaganéite. The additional water species at tunnel entrances, just 0.19
nm below geminal waters. (Fe=green; η-OH2=turquoise; µ-O(H)=red; bulk
O(H)=grey; O of bulk H2O=dark blue.) Dashed lines represent hydrogen bonds. b)
Time-resolved energy of the akaganéite supercell exposing the (010) plane to
gaseous water, and the corresponding bulk-H2O/Fe ratios (highlight in red trend
line). c) Density profiles of the akaganéite/water interface obtained from sequences
of 20 ns production runs for the entire ∼600 ns simulation.

Thus, this section presented the experimental and theoretical evidence for water
molecule absorption into the tunnel structure of akaganéite. This bulk-occupied
water molecule induces important changes to the hydrogen-bonding environment of
the bulk hydroxyls.

5.4 Summary
The interactions between water vapor and FeOOH surfaces have been resolved
by comparing FTIR spectroscopy and MD simulation results. Thin films of adsorbed
water display liquid water-like attributes. The affinity of surface groups for water
molecules is strongly dependent on their abilities in forming hydrogen bonds.
Coordination number and site accessibility/steric constraints are main factors.
Surface hydroxyl groups have moreover stronger affinities to water than
chemisorbed water (-OH2) and Cl-exchanged group (e.g. -Cl, µ-Cl).
Following the same line of discussion, the QCM isotherms (Fig. 5.2) of all three
types of FeOOH particles can be revisited. RL and G surfaces uptake similar amount
of water under all pressures, while LL surface accumulates much less. This
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difference should result in the dominance of -OH of RL and G, and µ-OH of LL.
These results therefore reinforce the fact that local surface species on mineral
particles are of great importance in controlling interfacial orientations and further the
accumulation of water. As discussed in section 4.2.4, the thermodynamic stabilities
of surface groups play important roles in surface reactivity of proton, fluoride and
phosphate reactions as well as water vapor adsorption.
The surface memory effect underscores the reversibility of water adsorption
reactions and the thermodynamic equilibrium of the original surface speciation. It
may further explain water condensation-evaporation cycles undergone by mineral
particles surface speciation. Finally, theoretical and experimental evidence were
presented for molecular configurations and properties of water incorporated into the
tunnel structure of β-FeOOH.
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“Is the mean temperature of the ground in any
way influenced by the presence of heat-absorbing
gases in the atmosphere?”

− Svante Arrhenius, 1896
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6. Carbon Dioxide Interactions with Iron Oxyhydroxide
Particles
In 1824, Joseph Fourier first proposed the existence of the greenhouse effect.130
Seventy years later, Swedish chemist and 1903 Nobel Prize winner Svante
Arrhenius published his landmark paper quantifying how changes in the atmospheric
carbon dioxide level affect Earth’s surface temperature through the greenhouse
effect.131 Now, after over a century, this and related topics concerned about
greenhouse gas levels and global warming still drive numerous research activities,
and are still under debate in both scientific132-139 and politic arenas. Increases in
atmospheric carbon dioxide levels, from 280 ppm in 1800s133 to 397 ppm in 2013,140
are of particular significance for reactions involving atmospheric mineral dust, as
they are important sinks and transformation centers for CO2(g).141-149 Such properties
of mineral surfaces can also be exploited to mitigate CO2(g) emissions through
geochemical weathering,150 oceanic/geological storage151 and solidification.142, 144-145
In this chapter, interactions between CO2(g) and iron oxyhydroxide particles
were revolved by FTIR spectroscopy. These efforts are suggesting that even
seemingly marginal differences in surface structure can induce important differences
in the speciation of carbonate complexes with FeOOH particles.

6.1 Surface site activity for carbon dioxide
When dry LL, RL and G particles are exposed to atmospheres of up to 16000
ppm CO2(g), the surface O-H stretching frequencies reveal systematic changes in the
positions and intensities (Fig. 6.1) while bulk O-H stretching modes remain
unaffected (not shown). This result indicates that interactions are limited between
CO2(g) and specific surface sites.
For LL and RL, bands of µ-OH (3626 cm-1) from the (010) plane were
unaffected by the presence of CO2(g), and therefore provided evidence for the
negligible reactivity of these groups. This inactivity was also observed for the µ3-OH
groups (3551/3532 cm-1) of the (001)/(100) plane. In strong contrast, the 3667 cm-1
band (-OH) underwent a 5 cm-1 redshift to 3662 cm-1 and lost intensity with CO2(g)
loading. Therefore, this result is a strong indication for interactions occurring
between -OH groups of the (001) surface and CO2(g).
G exhibits rows of -OH, µ-OH, µ3-O(H) sites on the predominant (110) plane,
such as in the (001) plane of lepidocrocite. Exposing G surfaces to CO2(g) shifted
the 3661 cm-1 band of -OH by 8 cm-1 to 3653 cm-1 due to the donation of hydrogen
bonds from -OH to CO2(g). The 3491 cm-1 band of µ3,I-OH group also responded to
the weakened bond strength of -OH through a strengthening of its donating
hydrogen bond, as seen by a shift to 3425 cm-1 (Fig. 6.1).
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Fig. 6.1 CO2-subtracted FTIR spectra of LL, RL and G particles exposed to 0-16000
ppm CO2(g). The spectra of the original FeOOH surface and at the highest CO2(g)
loading are plotted the top of each column; for G, the most representative spectrum
at medium CO2(g) loading is also included. Arrows () denote intensity changes
while black rectangles () denote stable bands. Reprinted from Appendix IX.

A common thread linking all three particles involves the activity of -OH and the
inactivity of µ-OH and µ3-OH groups in the adsorption of CO2(g). The stronger
reactivity of -OH than other functional groups correlates well with discussions in the
previous chapters in respect to water vapor and other ligands. Again, this strong
activity is accounted by the stronger propensity of -OH groups at donating and
accepting hydrogen bonds. The spectra also revealed an additional weak peak (3678
cm-1 in G and 3676 cm-1 in RL) of purely isolated (not hydrogen bonded by
neighboring group) -OH. This feature suggests that the formation of (bi)carbonate
surface species disturbs the original hydrogen bonding environment along -OH rows
on both lepidocrocite and goethite, yet does not consume all crystallographically
available sites..
Although the end planes of the particle represent only 2~5% of total surface area,
they cannot be overlooked to explain the behavior of CO2(g) at these surfaces. These
planes are generally rich in hydrogen bonds and exhibit no narrow intensities of the
O-H stretching region. The (100) plane of lepidocrocite consists of bare Fe sites as
strong ligand complexation sites (e.g. Fe-(OH2)2 in water). The (021) plane of
goethite exposes binding sites at edges of iron octahedra. The sites at these planes,
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as well as on other similar planes and/or imperfect surfaces should contribute to
surface carbonate complexation reactions.

6.2 Carbonate and bicarbonate speciation at FeOOH surfaces
Based on discussion above, only -OH groups on major crystal planes and the
strong binding sites on the end planes are involved in CO2(g) adsorption. The
identity of the carbonate species formed at these surfaces will now be discussed. As
can be seen in Fig. 6.2, LL and RL exhibit highly comparable spectra while G is
distinctly different. In order to explain these differences it is necessary to understand
how surface speciation is manifested in terms of shifts in the C-O symmetric (νsym)
and asymmetric (νas) stretching frequencies. This approach will be used in this
section to assign C-O stretching bands to (bi)carbonate species at dry LL, RL and G
surfaces (Fig. 6.2).

Fig. 6.2 Difference spectra for the C-O stretching regions of LL (left), RL (middle)
and G (right) exposed to atmospheres of 0-16000 ppm CO2(g) in N2(g) at a total
pressure of 760.4 torr and 25°C. Reprinted from Appendix IX.

Previous theoretical frequency studies56, 152-153 have already underscored the great
sensitivity of C-O stretching frequencies to species nuclearity, denticity (i.e. monovs. bi-dentate complexation) and protonation state (i.e. on carbonyl and on surface
(hydr)oxo groups). These studies largely favored a monodentate binuclear
coordination. Some of the literature’s theoretical C-O stretching frequencies56, 152-153
appear to correspond to the experimental values. However, to explain all major
peaks, it is necessary to consider results from hydrated clusters from these studies,153
although the presence of water is highly unlikely in the systems. This result in itself
already illustrates the profound effects that hydrogen bonding can play on absolute
C-O stretching frequencies.
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In an effort to test the effects of hydrogen bonding, renewed sets of theoretical
calculations were performed using minimally distorted monodentate mononuclear
and binuclear clusters (Fig. 6.3). Details of the computational procedures can be
found in Appendix IX. Taken alone, these calculations can be used to suggest that
the important 1614, 1580/1570, 1418/1420 and 1221 cm-1 bands of LL and RL (Fig.
6.3) could arise from monodentate binuclear bicarbonate (MBB1) complexes.
Similar frequencies can, on the other hand, be produced by the monodentate
mononuclear bicarbonate (MMB-b0). The other bands at 1580/1570, 1500, and
1331/1327 cm-1 of LL and RL could also be assigned to MMB complexes with
different hydrogen bonding patterns (MMB-a, MMB-b1), as well as a monodentate
mononuclear carbonate (MMC1) complex (Fig. 6.3). In the case of goethite, the
lower stretching modes at 1530 and 1263 cm-1 could potentially be assigned to
MMB species whose stretching frequencies are affected by the hydrogen bond from
the neighboring µ3-OH group. The minor bands at 1618 and 1416 cm-1 could be
explained by MBB1, as in lepidocrocite.

Fig. 6.3 Right column: cluster geometries of (bi)carbonate species. Possible
positions for protons and hydrogen bonds are denoted in green. The abbreviations
for the clusters are detailed explained in Table 6.1. (Fe = blue; O = red; H=pink.)
Middle column: summary of theoretical prediction using B3LYP/6-31G(d) (solid
56, 152-153
points) and literature values (hollow points).
Left column: C-O stretching of
LL, RL and G at lowest and highest CO2(g) loading are plotted with theoretical
prediction color-and-shape-coded with clusters.

This band assignment, suggesting high concentrations of MB complexes has a
potentially important problem from a steric point of view. Such configurations are
expected to involve rows of -OH groups of the (001) plane of lepidocrocite and of
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the (110) plane of goethite. The ~0.30 nm distance between adjacent -OH groups is
longer than the ∼0.23 nm O-O distance that is typically adopted in (bi)carbonate
ions.154-155 Thus, a monodentate binuclear coordination should there require two
adjacent iron-octahedra tilting towards one another. Indeed, this situation can be
seen in dawsonite (e.g KAl(CO3)(OH)2), where Al-Al distance is 0.28 nm, two
adjacent octahedra adopt a ∼82˚ O-Al-Al angle to fit the inflexible ∼0.23 nm bite of
the C-O2 moiety.155 This geometry produces zigzagged chains of Al-octahedra (Fig.
6.4), which have not been found in iron oxyhydroxide solid phases. Interestingly, the
frequency calculations that were used to support the monodentate binuclear
configuration either involved distorted binuclear clusters, akin to the dawsonite
configuration,56, 153, 156 or clusters of tetrahedrally coordinated aluminum.152 For these
reasons the 1614, 1580/1570, 1418/1420 and 1221 cm-1 bands of LL and RL are
probably better explained by the MMB-b0 complex.

Fig. 6.4 Crystal structure of dawsonite. O-O bite distances are labeled in nm. (Aloctahedra = blue; O = red; C=black.)

Table 6.1 Summary of cluster frequency calculations (B3LYP/6-31G(d))
Clusters
Monodentate
binuclear
carbonate
Monodentate
binuclear
bicarbonate
Monodentate
mononuclear
carbonate
Monodentate
mononuclear
bicarbonate

Calculated frequencies
(νsym, νas and δCOH)

H-bonding from -OHα

Geometryβ

1708, 1162

to Fe-O-C

MBC

1590, 1431, 1193

Isolated

MBB1

1846, 1225, 1151

Isolated

MBB2

1452, 1271

to O-C-O

MMC1

1665, 1139

to Fe-O-C

MMC2

1589, 1204,1038

to O-C-OH / isolated OH

MMB-a

1575,1372,1177

to Fe-O-C / isolated OH

MMB-b0

1701, 1325, 1173

to Fe-O-C& O-C-OH

MMB-b1

α. The hydrogen accepting O-sites are shown in bold letters.
β. These geometries are shown in Fig. 6.3.
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Monodentate carbonate species produce the most degenerate νsym and νas values
at 1452 and 1271 cm-1 (MMC1, Fig. 6.3). These values can be compared to the 1500
and 1327 cm-1 bands of LL and RL. Altering the hydrogen bonding to the adjacent
Fe-O-C site, the less symmetric geometry (MMC2, Fig. 6.3) splits the C-O
stretching frequencies to 1665 (νas) and 1139 (νsym) cm-1. This MMC2 configuration
did not clearly occur in the spectra.
Monodentate mononuclear bicarbonate (MMB) species produce a larger split in
νsym and νas values (Table 6.1). Hydrogen bonding to the carbonate site (O-C-OH,
MMB-a; Fig. 6.3) populates bands at 1589, 1204 and 1038 cm-1, which can explain
the bands at 1580/1570 and 1221 cm-1 in LL and RL. Additional hydrogen bonding
to an iron-adjacent site (Fe-O-C, MMB-b1; Fig. 6.3) produces theoretical
frequencies at 1701, 1325 and 1173 cm-1 that could account for the 1680
and1327/1331 cm-1 bands of LL and RL. In the absence of hydrogen bonding to the
carbonate site (O-C-OH), the MMB-b0 cluster produce frequencies at 1575, 1372
and 1177 cm-1 that could account for the 1580, 1418 cm-1 bands of LL and the 1570,
1420 cm-1 bands of RL. Although the clusters used in this work could not
specifically test the differences in hydrogen bonding patterns between lepidocrocite
and goethite, these could be responsible for shifting the 1418-1420 and 1570-1580
cm-1 bands of lepidocrocite to the 1263 and 1530 cm-1 bands of goethite.
Monodentate binuclear species underwent a moderate degree of distortion to
accommodate the 0.23 nm O-O bite mentioned, with a representative O-Fe-Fe angle
of ∼76˚. They are, as such, truly not representative of -OH rows occurring on the
dominant planes of lepidocrocite and goethite. They are, however, possible
configurations on the minor (100) plane of lepidocrocite and the (021) plane of
goethite. Consistent with this concept, only minor bands revealed comparable
frequencies with generated complexes. As discussed, the monodentate binuclear
bicarbonate species (MBB1) generated a band pair at 1590 and 1431 cm-1 that is
highly comparable to MMB-b0. Therefore, this configuration might still accounts
for the bands at 1614, 1580/1570 and 1418/1420 cm-1 in LL and RL.

6.3 Summary
This chapter provides a fundamental understanding of how CO2(g) interacts with
FeOOH mineral surfaces. Since a great majority of mineral-CO2(g) studies were
predominantly focused on spectroscopic attributes of (bi)carbonate species,56, 152-153,
157-160
less knowledge has been obtained on the identity of reactive surface sites
involved in the transformation of CO2(g) into (bi)carbonate. This section resolved
this problem by following the systematic changes of the surface hydroxyl functional
groups involved in these adsorption reactions directly. These efforts show that
hydrogen bonding plays a central role on the fate of CO2(g) interacted with FeOOH.
Only singly coordinated -OH groups interacted with CO2(g) molecules and their
hydrogen bonding patterns with vicinal groups dictate chemical speciation.
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7. Remarks
By comparing FTIR spectroscopy and theoretical simulation results, structures
and reactivities of FeOOH bulk and surface have been resolved. Four FeOOH
particles have been studied in this thesis, namely lath and rod lepidocrocite, goethite
and akaganéite. Bulk structure, especially the hydrogen-bonding environment,
highly affects the thermal stability of FeOOH, resulting in phase transformation
temperature: AK < LL < RL < G. Moreover, the thermal stability in akaganéite can
also be increased by incorporation of chloride ions or water molecules by
strengthening the hydrogen bond. Both additional and surface-bound chloride ions
can be a potential source for the bulk sorption accompanied with proton coabsorption. This further confirms the importance of hydrogen bonding and of linked
bulk-surface reactivity.
FeOOH particles with well-defined morphologies provide possibilities for
resolving molecular-scale aspects of surface reactions. First, vibrational
spectroscopic signatures of functional hydroxyl groups were provided on different
crystal planes. The reactivity of these surface groups was examined with proton,
fluoride and phosphate ions. Later studies of water vapor and carbon dioxide gas
also showed the dominant role of surface termination of FeOOH in interfacial
reactions. The affinity of surface groups for H2O/CO2 molecules is strongly
dependent on their abilities at forming hydrogen bonds. This is mainly controlled by
the coordination number of (hydr)oxo groups and site accessibility/steric constraints.
General reactivity typically follows the order: -OH > µ-OH > µ3-OH.
This work now opens a path for resolving surface structure of other hydroxylterminated mineral surfaces such as clays, zeolites and catalytic aluminas, especially
of less well-defined particles such as ferrihydrite and schwertmannite. Future studies
along such lines could also involve other environmentally important gases (e.g. SOx
and NOx) and consider potential photocatalytic effects involving these
environmentally, geochemically and technologically important materials.
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